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The Use of Heavy Min.erals in Studies of 
the Origin and Development of Soils 

J. F. HASElU.N AND C. E. MARsIL\LL 

INTRODUCTION 

The soil science of the present day seeks to express, as far as 
possible, in quantitative f orm, the fact that loils Bre derived from 
geological materials, which were later Bubjected to a small group 
of definable factors leading to the development of soil profiles 8S 
we now obaer,ve them. It is evident, therefore, that the recognition 
of parent materials Bnd the measurement of the changes which have 
taken place within them are experimental problems of the highest 
importance. The present communication deals with methods, 
largely adapted from those used by sedimentary petrographers, which 
lend themselves directly to the solution of these problems. Several 
previous researches, some of them begun here Bnd completed else
where (27, 41, 42, 46) , had already provided a considerable measure 
of experience in the attainment of this general aim. This was 
especially the case with regard t o the recognition of parent ma
terials, since here the techniques were already known. . Thus the 
soils worker had merely to select the particular combination of 
methods which would ' best serve his own purpose. Part II of the 
present study is devoted ;to this subject . 

The measurement of the changes which have occurred during soil 
formation bas not previOUsly been accomplfshed in a r iror ously 
quantitative way. A considerable amount of experimentat ion with 
ditrerent methoda and with different solis as described in Part m 
preceded the successful attainment of this end. Finally in Part IV 
a quantitative study of a Grundy soil profile, derived fr om loess, 
is described. The mineral zircon is here used for the first time as 
the immobile indicator of gains or losses. It is believed that this 
provides the most satisfactory basis at present attainable in the 
calculation of changes undergone in soil development. 

In spite of the difficulties, these efforts are probably well spent 
even if only one profile out of five selected for study should pr ove 
sufficiently homogeneous in origin to make a smct applfcation of 
the new technique possible. One need only reflect how ITeatly soil 
science wou1d be advanced if ten completely successful studies, well 
distributed amongst the major soil gr oups, were available. 
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PART L-REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Minerals are frequently classified Into two groups on a basis of 
their specific gravity. The so-called Hiht minerals are generally 
taken to include those with a density less than ahout 2.86, whereas 
the heavy minerals have a density greater than this. The light frac
tion includes qUam. calcite. feldspar, clay minerals and the micas. 
These minerals generally make up about 98'" of a sediment. The 
heavy minerals, t hough they constitute only about 2% of the sample, 
include a _much greater variety of mineral species and are, there
fore, generally more usefnl than the light fract ion in characterizing 
a particular deposit. Most of the accessory minerals are heavy 
minerals. 

Minerals differ widely In their resistance to chemical and physical 
destruction. This reeistance depends upon numerous factors such 
as hardness, cleavage, coefficient of expansion, original cracks in the 
crysts l, solubility under a given environment, etc. Minerals which 
are stable under one set of conditions may be quite unstable under 
another. "-

Numerous attempts have been made to arrange minerals in the 
order of their resistance to weathering. Petti john5O" has calculated 
an order of persistency by comparing the minerals in Bedlmentary 
rocks of increasing geologic age with those of recent aediments, H la 
aeries is aa foUows; -S anatase, -2 muscovite, -1 rutile, 1 zlreon, 
2 "tourmaline, 3 Inonazite, 4 quartz, 6 garnet, 6 biotite, 7 apatite, 
8 microcline, 9 ilmenite, 10 magnetite, 11 staurolite, 12 kyanite, 13 
epidote, 14 hornblende, 16 andalusite, 16 topaz, 17 titanite, 18 zoisite, 
3.9 augite, 20 sillimanite, 21 hypersthene, 22 dfopside, 23 actinolite, 

, and 24 olivine. The negative SigD meana that anatase, muscovite, 
and rutile are more abundant in ancient .sediments than they are in 
recent sediments. This Is due to the fact that they are frequently 
secondary as well as primary minerals. 

Other Investigators list their order of resistance somewhat dUrer
enUy. Smithson", for example, places zircon, rutile, tourmaline, 
and apatite in the stable group, monazite in the ' somewhat stable 
group, garnet, kyanite, and staurolite in the unstable group, and the 
ferro-magnesium mine'rals in the very unstable group, Goldrich1l, 

after studying the deiree of weathering of minerals in Il'anite 
gneiae, gives the followini atability seriea: biotite, potash feldspar, 
muscovite, and quartz > hornblende and pla~loclase feldspar >augite 
> olivine. 

We generally consider zircon and tourmaline as stable under any 
weathering conditions. They are very hard and are not noticeably 
attacked by any acids or bases. However, work by J. H. Druif1° on 
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the tropical soils of Sumatra indicates otherwise. Druif concludes 
that all minerals dissolve under the chemi~al conditiona in the soil 
in the tropics. Therefore, he suggests that the minor nutrient 
elements, such as boron and zinc, are probably furnished to many 
soils from the weathering of such very resistant minerals as tour
maline and green spinel. If .thls doea occur, then the importance 
of the mineral reserve in the soil is even greater than has been 
generally thought possible. 

Observations by other authors also Jndicate the possibility that 
zircon la attacked chemically. Butterfield' and Smithson" have re
corded cases of secondary zircon. Butterfield's study of the Millatone 
Grit of the Pennine Region discloses a number I?f-instances where 
secondary outgrowths of zircon occur in optical continuity with 
the parent zircon. Many zircons in the deposit ahow marked etching. 

Goldricbu , from a study of the weathering of granite gneisa in 
Minnesota, concluded that zircon ia sometimes chemically attacked. 
In such cases it displays a dusky, iranular appearance. 

The possibility that tourmaline may sometimes be authigenic is 
Indic·ated by some oil well core samples in West Virginia, described 
by Martens". Authigenic tourmaline has also been described in 
the Oriskany Sandstone by Stow". Such caaes ahow that under 
certain condition. the constituents of tourmaline exist in solution. 

Russell"'." has contributed aome valuable information to our 
knowledge concerning the resiatance of mineral to weatherini and 
abraaion. He examined hundreds of samplea of aand from the 
Miasilsil!pi river between Cairo, Illinois, and the Gulf of Me:rico, 
and was forced to conclude that there was no apparent deatructlon 
or sorting of any minerals by the river. We must, therefore, con
clude that the disappearance of minerala, auch as hornblende and 
augite, which are being deposited In the oceana, but which are 
uncommon in consolidated sedimentary deposits of older geologie 
age, have resulted from a chemical attack on these minerala after 
deposition. Posaibly this change is brought about by sea water. 
Smithaon'au work on tbe Estuarine Seriea of Yorkshire gives further 
support to the idea of mineral destruction by intrastratal aolutions. 

There have been a number of investigationa of the rich alsemblaie. 
of heavy minerals occuring in glacial tin and loess deposita. Lamar 
and Grim" have studied sands and gravels of the glacial period and 
compared them witb similar ones of Cretaceous age. They found 
a dlatinct difference in the heavy mineral auites. The glacial ma
terial 8uggested an igneous rock source and the Cretaceous aedi
ments a metamorpbic rock sour ce. 

Studies of the weathered rock in, on top of, and underlying glacial 
drift in New Hampshire have been made by Goldthwaitu . He in
cluded a aoil profile in his heavy mineral examination. However, 
the work is mostly Qualitative and gives us no basia for computJni 
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soil fonnation processes. The extent of weathering indicates a 
much longer time In the interglacial or pre-glacial period than in 
the post-glacial pe'r ied. . 

A red clay-like deposit neaf Kansas City, Kansas, was examined 
by Hoover" who concluded from a mineralogieal study that it was 
highly weathered glacial till. It might be difficult in some cases 
to distinguish 8ucb deposits from loess. 

Gr iffiths" has traced the limits of glacial drift sheeb in South 
Wales by means of the minerals of a particular grade size. Petro
graphically distinct drifts were p~uced by two loeal ice caps 
combined with a continental lobe of distant origin. 

The difficulty of differentiating Borns drift sheets by the heavy 
mineral auite alone was pointed out by Kruge~a. A study of several 
drift sheets of Minnesota revealed that their mineralogy is complex 
due to admixtnres and reworking, and that f ew mineral species are 
diagnOltic of anyone drift sheet. If the amount of soluble carbonate 
and the heavy mineral assemblage are taken together, however, a 
fa irly certain identificatlon of the drift can be made. Furthermore, 
Kruaer found that the distribution of heavy minerals in all the 
drifts is strikingly slm.Bar to their distribution in freshly crushed 
granite. . 

Two theoretical concepts were used with success by KrynIneu in 
the solution of some complex problems dealing with glacial sedi
ments reworked by streams. One is that heavy minerals decrease 
in sue with increasing distance from the source, due to abrasion 
and sorting. This being true, one would expect local contaminations 
from tributaries of str eams to produce an increase in heavy minerals 
in the coar se f r actions. The other concept is that certain original 
heavy mineral ratios tend to persist even though the deposit becomes 
highly contaminated. 

The number of papers written on petrographic studies of lotaa 
deposits in this country is rather small. Oelelern" haa made· an 
important study of loes8 deposits near St. Charles, Missouri. Heavy 
minerals studies wefe made on samples of grey 'loess and of buff 
loess which overlies the grey loess, in or der to see if the two horizons 
represent dilfeFent periods of deposition. Some important points 
were brought out in this 8tudy. In the tirst place, the per cent of 
heavy minerals varied considerably between samples taken from 
differep.t places within both the buff and grey loess. The list of 
heavy minerals and their r elative abundance corresponds remark
ably well with t hose obtained in practically all of the many samples 
of loess examined in our present study from various loess covered 
areas of the Missouri and Mississippi valleys. Oefeiern concluded 
that the two colored loesses were of the same age, and that the 
color distinctions were due to different amounts of the clay mineral 
beidellite which was deposited wit h the loeu. 
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An interesting insight into the conditions of loess deposition is 
revealed by Smith~l. He took loess samples at increasing distances 
from the river valley, and chiefly from the mechanical analysia and 
carbonate content of the samples, reached the following conclusions: 
1. Differences between loess profiles are not closely associated with 
differences in texture, but rather with differences in carbonate con
tent and time of exposure to weathering. 2. The climate of the 
loess deposition was not far different from that of today. 3. The 
rate of loess deposition decreases rapidly with increasing distance 
from its source. This results in greater weathering of the loess 
and increased losses of calcium carbonate as distance from the river 
increases. This weathering and carbonate loss is believed to have 
occurred mostly at the time the loess was being deposited. 

Differentiation of loess and glacial till, which consisted of a large 
proportion of rework,ed loess has been described by Krynineu . For 
criteria he used eviden"Ce from comparisons of (1) the mechanical 
analysis, (2) minerals of the medium sand fractions, and (3) heavy 
minerals from the medium and fine sand fractions. 

Different methods are used by different sedimentary petrologists 
to obtain quantitative data on the heavy minerals. Cogen' suggests 
it is best. to separate the sediment into several grade sizes and make 
determinations of each fraction. He points out. however, that data 
so obtained cannot be compared with t.hose of unseparated samples. 
He also mentions that mineral ratios often vary considerably be
tween si:le groups of the same sediment. He further suggests the 
counting of all the heavy minerals in a given small weight of 
material separated with a micro-splitter. 

Dorothy Carroll ' suggests that studies be made on the fractions -
0.2-0.02 mm. after treatment with 1:1 Hel to remove particle coat
ings of iron and aluminum. The use of Clerici solution in addition 
to bromojorm was sometimes found to be a valuable aid in identi
fication. She suggests counting only enough grains to give an 
accuracy of 5 per cent, since _ greater accuracy is in general not 
practical. The use of numbers to express percentage ranges is also 
suggested, and the results can be expressed in triangular diagrams 
which are very useful in reconnaissance work. 

Goldman and Dalla VaIleH compute the weight percentage of a 
given mineral by counting several hundred grains and then recording 
the diameter of each I?article measured along a given straight line. 
From the median value of the diameter and the geometric standard 
deviation of the diameters, the diameter of a particle having the 
average volume is calculated. Knowing this average diameter, the 
number of particles of the apecies, the density of the species, and 
a shape factor, the weight of the component is computed. The method 
of calculation of the shape factor is also given. 
Smithson~T has written a very stimulating series of papers dealing 
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with methods of heavy mineral analysis. He believes it is better 
in making counts to use microscopic fields rather than lines, be
cause lines tend to exaggerate the number of large-grained con
stituents. His method consisted in measuring the diameter of the 
minerals in two directions at right angles, and counting the grains 
at the same time. All grains were used which touched the microm
eter scale during the traverse of the s lide. Since the heavy minerals 
were not frac tionated, it was necessary to make a correction for 
the exaggeration of large grains. Using the geometric mean of the 
length and width measurements, the counts, and assumed specific 
gravities, the percentage of the species was calculated. Smithson 
found that within the same deposit, the ratio of the average siz'e 
of a given heavy mineral to that of another remains constant. An
other interesting observation is that authigenic anatase is generally 
found associated with zircon larger than itself, whereas detrital 
anatase is associated with zircon smaller than itself. The same 
observation was made here in samples of the Tilsit silt loam soil 
profile. 

The advantages and disadvantages of various techniques in sedi
mentary petrology have been discussed by Grout." He finds that 
a preliminary magnetic separation often' aids in identification and 
saves time in counting. Centrifuging with heavy liquids did not 
appreciably affect the .quantity of heavy minerals recovered, neither 
did evacuation of the centrifuged .sample, nor did use of several 
types of separation glassware. It is probable that Grout did not 
use the very fine sand and silt fractions in these studies. Grout 
further suggests that when the ratio between two mineral species 
only is deSired, it saves time and is more accurate to count these 
two species only and to lump all other grains together. Counts. 
made on an artificial mixture of garnet and mica showed that large 
errors may be introduced in counts which embrace grains of extreme 
tabular shape. 

A very important paper by Rubey$2 points out the possibility of 
erroneous conclusions when one compares either (1) different size 
fractions of sediments, or (2) the same size fraction of sediments 
of different ,grain size. From a study of different grain-size samples 
of the same origin, Rubey found that epidote, kyanite, andalusite, 
rutile, and hypersthene are increaSingly abundant in increasingly 
coarse grained samples, whereas magnetite, ilmenite, zircon, musco
vite, and biotite increase in the successively tiner grained samples . 

. By considering the deposition of sediments according to Stokes' law, 
he concludes that the effect of shape on settling velocity is small 
except in extreme cases, such as those of the mica,s. Density, how
ever, is an important factor resulting in deposition of small dense 
minerals under the same conditions as larger less dense ones. The 
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study of unfractionated samples is objectionable Bince effects of 
sorting cannot be corrected for. The best way to compare samples 
would be to use heavies from all possible fractions of the sediments, 
but this is too time consuming. The author thus luga-ests the exam
ination of two fractions only. The same actual grain-size fraction 
was used for one, since it eliminated errors due to abrasion and 
irregular size distribution in the parent rock. The same grain-size 
relative to the size distribution curve was used for the other fraction 
since it eliminated errors due to sortina-. 

A paper by the Dutch investia-ator, Doeglas' gives us a somewhat 
different method of approach. He believes that errors due to IJorl
ing are small, and that therefore it is necessary to examine only 
one comparable fraction of heavy minerals from each sample. This 
avoids errora in mineral pereentages. He also favors line counting 
over_ counting of fields since the first method eliminates personal 
differences and exaggerates the larger grains more in accordance 
with their true percentage by volume or weight. The non-opaque 
grains, insoluble in strong acids, since they are more diagnostic and 
are easily separated and identified from all types of sediments, are 
used for comparisons. The opaque (rains are lumped together and 
their percentage determined. The author considers the counting of 
only 100 non-opaque grains sufficiently accurate for stratigraphic 
correlations. He favors a less detailed examination of many samples 
as the best procedure in t racing out petrographic provinces. Vari
ations of percentage of a mineral species in different samples within 
an area or stratigraphic section are generally due to the presence 
or mixing of detritus of different ori(i n, and not due to sorting 
differences, according to this author's belief. 

Curves for the determination of the probable error, due to counting 
of minerals of varyin( abundance for any given number of grains 
counted, have been given by Drydenll, and extended to include 
smaller percentages by Rittenhouse5l.. Such curves are very useful 
in showing approximately how many grains must be counted to 
produce a desired degree of accuracy. As has been pointed out by 
Krumbein and Pettijohn", however, it is impossible to calculate the 
true probable error from experimentally determined frequencies. 
Other errors enter in to a heavy mineral determination and must be 
included to obtai~ the true error. Such errors are those due to non
random sampling during the separation . procedure, and those due to 
incorrect identlfication of mineral grains. 

Among the German workers, Troger-° has published a very im~ 
portant paper concerning the usefulness of the elutriator in quanti
.tative heavy mineral determinations of sediments. Heavy mjnerals 
separated from sieved samples and from elutriated samples of three 
grain-size sandstones were compared. It was concluded that the 
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percentage of a mineral calculated from elutriated samples 113, in 
many cases, more accurate than that calculated from sieved samples. 
Five elutriator fractions with narrow size Iimib were separated, 
and the zircon and tourmaline were isolated quantitatively accord
ing to weight from each fraction. From these determinations, 
TrOger constructed curves showing the percentage, by weight and 
by number of grains, of tourmaline and zircon. Zircon/tourmaline 
ratios were then calculated for the various size fractioDs of the sand
stone aamples separated by elutriator and sieve methods. These 
ratios were compared with the ideal ratios obtained by making the 
corrections necessary 80 88 to have equal-volume graina. The 
zir con/tourmaline ratios by elutriation were much too low in the 
coarse fractiODS but approached the ideal In the 0.1-0.05 mm. frac 
tions. The sieved fractions were shown to have ratios much too 
high in most cases, but · the ratios came fairly near to the ideal in 
the 0.1-0.05 m.m. fractions. 

_ _ -:~"~-he ,..I..lIterence between. the ideal1.:irconftourmaliIie ratio and that 
obtained from the sieved or elutriated sample, Troger called the 
"distortion factor ". He pointa out that many results in the literature 
have no scientific value since this factor is not considered. The 
"distortion factor" was shown to be quite similar for the three 
cUfferent grain-sbe sandstones when comparing the same sin frac
tions. Thus, one is fairly safe in comparing similar fractions. It 
is necessary, however, in quantitative work to determine which tech
nlque, .the sieving or the elutriation process, will result in smaller 
distortion of the mine.!"al r a.tios from the idea.l for any particular 
sample. TrOge.r- believes the "distortion factor" can be used through
out any geologic formation which has been derived from the same 
source area. 

Only a few important heavy mineral ' studies have been made 
on soils. Dorothy Carroll", from a mineralogical study of the soils 
of Western Australia, concluded that: (1 ) The character of the 
heavy residue of a soil often gives a clear indication of the nature 
of the parent r ock. (2) The diagnostic value is enhanced by the 
total amount of heavy minerals, by distinctive featUres of a mineral 
species, and by the amount of magnetic material. (3) A study of 
the soil heavy minerals can be very useful in geologic mapping. 

The process of soil development under lateritic conditions has 
been investigated by several workers. Hardy and Rodriques'" 10 
have studied lateritic soils from the British West Indies and from 
our southern states. They examined profiles chemically. physically. 
and mineralogically and found rather uniform compositions through
out the profi les and in the differ ent size fractions. The chieLcon
tribution of their studies is evidence that laterization is a pBmary 
process,-occurring· within the fn~ or two of weathered crust of the 
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parent rock. The succeeding process of soil development is ap.
parently a podsolic process, even under tropical conditions, as is 
indicated by an increase in quartz at the s~rface. 

Harrlsonu has written an extensive treatise on the chemical, 
microscopical, and petrological aspects of the katamorphism of 
igneoua rocks under the humid tropical conditions of B.ritiab Guiana. 
He concluded that primary laterization is due to the action of car· 
bonated ground water resulting in the liberation of silica, calcium, 
magnesium, sodium, and potassium while leaving most of the 
aluminum as gibbsite and most of the iron as limonite. This pri· 
mary process is the same under tropical conditions at both high 
and low altitudes, but the aucceeding processes differ materi ally. 
At low altitudes and with igneous rocd low in quartz, a portion 
of the silica set free crystal,lizes as quartz'. At high altitudes the 
same rock appears to ·Jose quartz. The primary laterite may later 
have moat of the silica leached out resulting in surficial irODstones 
and hauxites. Add igneous rocks under humid tropical conditions 
katamorphose differently and do not produce primary laterite. They 
produce pipe-- or pot-clays, or more or less quartziferous. Impure 
kaoltn. Basic igneous rocks under humid temper ate conditions 
katamorphose to produce more or less complex hydrated silicates. 

Several British workers have recognized the value of a mineralog· 
ical study of soils 8S an aid to soil classification. Hendrick and 
Newtands,n. U and law Harttl, made studies of many glacial soils 
of England and Scotland. They separated the minerals from the 
fine aand fractions by meana of heavy liquids into the orthoclase 
group, the quartz group, and the heavy minerals group. Microscopic 
studies were found to be useful as an indication of the nature of the 
parent rock and of the reserve plant nutrients existing in the form 
of silicates. Local differences in silicate cClntent of the soils re-
Bected local differences in the parent r ock from which the prepon· 
derance of the till is derived. . 

One of the first mineralogical studies of soils in the' U. S. A. was 
carr ied. on by McCaughey and Fry"". They outlined in detail the 
methods used by the geologist in mineral studies of consolidated 
sediments, and showed how these methods can be applied to soil 
studies. The sand and silt fractions of many soil types from all 
parts of the United States were studied by qualitative mineralogical 
methods. The authors found that epidote and hornblende are com
mon in practically all 1I0ils. 'The alkali feldspars were found to 
be among the most abundant soil forming minerals. Microcllne 
and the micas were shown to be very persistent minerals displaying 
little alterations. The author9 conclude, from their r ather ex
haustive study, that any·mineral commonly occurring in rocks may be 
expected in soils, no matter what the origin of the psrtlcular soil 

. may be, Their data and conclusions suggest the possibility of the 
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contamination of suriace soils over most parts of the United States 
by windblown materials. 

FryU further dikeussed the application of petrographic method8 
to 80ils laboratoriea in a more recent paper. The progre88 of such 
investigations toward quantitative methods is suggested by the 
outlining of a simple procedure for making such determinations from 
carefully sized fractions. 

Jeffries and White", 2', '0. 11 are among the first in this country 
to etudy soil profiles in detail from a mineralogical point of view. 
Their series of important papers deals with soils derived from 
various limestones, dolomites, and shales of our eastern states. 
The very fine sand fractions were separated quantitatively into the 
heavy group, the quartz" group, and the feldspar group by means of 
heavy liquids, Microscopic studies and counts were made on the 
beavy fractions. The authors found all soils examined quite similar 
in their qualitative minerals content, differing only in the proportion 
and total quantities of various minerals. They, therefore, believe 
that in comparing soils it is best to choose only the more outstanding 
heavy minerals and to correlate on relative percentages. The total 
quantity is also thought to be useful in correlation, From a com
parison of the minerals of the very tine sand fraction of soils with 
those of the parent rock, the authors found that the mineralogical 
characteristics of the parent rock a're reflected in the soil. All 
soils derived from limestone and dolomite were found to have a 
high feldspar content which is thought to sccount partially for 
their outstanding agricultUral properties. The authors were 
especially interested in studying the weathering of these feldspar 
minerals. 

Thin section ctineral studies have been applied to soils for the 
interpretation of their genesis and morphology by Allen1 • The soil 
profile was sampled in a columnar unit, and oriented thin sections 
'fere made at tbe horizon desired without destroying the soil struc
tUre. The materials were impregnated with kollolith and then 
ground to the desired thickness. Microscopic examination of a 
gumbo till profile showed definite weathering of feldspar, horn
blende, and epidote to produce beidellite. It was further strongly 
indicated that under good drainage conditions the clay produced 
from weathering in the upper horizons is translocated and deposited 
in lower horizons. 

Lutz"· " showed the v"lue of heavy mineral studies in investigat
in, disturba,nces of the normal profile caused by the uprooting of 
trees. 

Cadr has compared the heavy minerals of the A and C horizons 
of true podsola with those of brown podsolic forest soils. Podsoliza
tion was found to cause significant reduction in the hornblende, 
whibt epidote, garnet and magnetite were little afl'ected. 
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Buckhannan and Ham l have used heavy mineral studies to decide 
Questions of provenance affecting the. classification of certain 
Oklahoma soils. I 

Nikiforoff and Drosdotrn have investigated claypan formation in 
the Dayton silt loam 'with particular emphasis on origin of the 
claypan. Mechanical analysis and chemical analysis were made on 
the profile and soil development was calculated on the assumption 
that silica is the most stable constituent and dOes not niigrate ap

·preeiably. This assumption is probably erroneous, since clay con· 
tains a high percentage of silica and most soils workers believe 
that it migrates downward in the profile. From their study, the 
authors conclude that most of the clay in the B horizon of the Dayton 
ailt loam waa formed in place by decomposition of silt and that 
clay migration was unimportant. They also believe that the highly 
leached AI horizon has resulted from degradation of material 
similar to that in the B horizon, which means that large amounts of 
of clay were decomposed with the release of silica. Clay is generally 
thought to be very resistant to weathering and its decomposition is 
unlikely under these conditions. T~e authors have undertaken the 
problem of soil development with highly dubious assumptions and 
consequently their work is of doubtful Quantitative value. 

Michelsonu bas continued in Ohio work begun in Missouri 
on t hree salls derived f rom glacial deposits. These were soils of the 
Miami, Bethel, and Brookston series formed from highly calcareous 

.drift of late Wisconsin age. The methods used were essentially 
similar to those here presented, the ultimate aim being a Quantitative 
measure of soil-forming proceases. Much valuable information was 
obtained as to rates of weathering of particular minerals. Apatite 
was found to persist under neutr al or slightly alkaline conditions 
in the Brookston soil whereas it had disappeared from the acid 
Miami and Bethel soils. The plagioclase feldspars, . pyroxenes, 
amphiboles and pyrophylJite, were also found to have weathered 
much more extensively from the Miami and Bethel soils than in the 
Brookston. The presence of large amounts of limestone in the par~nt 
materials of these soils made the interpretation of quantitative re
suits much more difficult than bas been the case in our work with 
non-calcareous soils. Although not apparent at the time, it ,would 
now seem that the profiles used by Mickelson were not taken to a 
sufficient depth for reliable calculation of gains and losses based on 
constant zircon. 

Marshallu bas outlined a petrographic metbod for use in studies 
of soil formation processes which is based on the assumption that 
certain resistant minerals remain constant during soil development. 
It was this method of approacb that has been used throughout the 
profile studies described below. Tbis method will be discussed 
elsewhere. 
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PART II.-$EMI·QUANTITATIVE HEAVY ~IINERAL 
STUDIES LEADING TO THE IDENTIF ICATION OF 

PARENT MATERIALS 

:Method of Investiration 
Heavy minerals can be used to determine the origin of a lIoil with

out highly precise work. Qualitative and approximately quantitative 
methods are generally a ll that is r equired. In making 8uch a atudy 
it is necessary first to become familiar with the various beavy 
mineral &!Isemblages to be expected in the loils of the area. This 
can be done by examining sever al samples of each of the various 
parent rocks and rock materials which weather to form the soils. 
The sedimentary rock samples should be crullhed and treated with 
acid, it necessary, in order to separate them into free, mineral 
particles. These methods have been well outlined by Milner". When 
dealing with igneous and metamorphic rocks it may also be ad
visable to make thin section examination such as was done by 
Humbert .. · "". Unless it is desired to make weathering studies, 
however, one can use sample~ of the highly weather ed rock as 
parent material, which saves time and should be perfectly satisf ac-
tory if car e is used to obtain uncontaminated samples. . 

All samples were thoroughly cleaned by boiling with strong H CI 
in order to remove coatings from heavy mineral grains and to rive 
a eleaner heavy minerals aeparation. After the add waa washed 
out, the alit and very fine sand fractiona were isolated. Quantitative 
heavy mineral separations could then be easily made by means of 
a heavy liquid and the centr ifuge. Tetrabromethane of about 2.9 
spee!fic gravity is satisfactory in moat cases. The density of the 
liquid should be the same for all samples to be compar ed. 

The heavy mineral residue was next examined under the micro
scope and all possible apedes were identi~ed and listed according 
to their relative abundance on a rough scale. Counting is not always 
necessary with a practised obser ver who Is thor oughly familiar with 
the mineral assemblage. The writer a found it convenient to list 
both identifiable, and coated and opaque minerals as very abundant, 
abundant, very common, common, fairly common, uncommon, rather 
rare, rare, and very rare. These terms were assigned numbers from 
1 to 9 accor ding to decreasing abundance. Some may question the 
advisability of using such a br oad scheme of classification , hut 
quite uniform resulta were found to be obtainable with practice. 

Mter examining tbe ·beavy minerals from the typical parent 
material or lIarent rocks of the .area, and becoming familia r with 
differences to be expected both within the same material and be
tween different materials, one can proceed to studies of comparable 
fractions from soils. Either the very fiDe sand or t he coarse ailt 
fraction can be used for heavy mineral comparisons. One fraction 
ia usually enough to establish a corr elation and this saves eonsider-. 
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abfe time when many samples are to be examined. The heavy min
erals in the soil are listed according to their abundance as was done 
with the parent materials. Block diagrams plotting the frequency 
of the most characteristic and abundant minerals are very useful 
in making correlations. 

Studies of this nature were made upon about seventy-five different 
samples of soil and parent material taken mostly from Missouri. 
The majority of the soils were thought to be of loessial origin, 
but some samples were also. included which were thought to be of 
glacial till and sedimentary rock origin. 

TABLE I. - NAME AND LOCATION OF SAMPLES 

Name 01 .... mple 

Unweathered loess ' 

Glacial drill 4 Kar>SaII or Nebraskan) 

LaMotte ... eatlle ... d aandatone 

Grundy BUt loam prom. 

Marsball silt loam 

Putnam silt loam profile 

Mar lon silt loam 

MIUlnlppl laesa soU' 

Ml uO\ITI r iver ""lid 

Oust of ]lute asa 

Tn.lt silt loam 

(ny.co IUt, ct.y loam 

8 00 .... tlno sUldy loam 

&tn slit loam 

• Samples lurnlshed by H. B. Vanderford 

Location 

Four .oparale sampln Uken do&<! to the Missouri 
r iver blut1 al Blo"" Citr. 10 ..... Orecon. MeBalne 
and Ca~ OIrardeau, Mlsso\1l"L 

Five mlln east of MtBalne . MO. In a r iver blut1 
underl,lng loess. 

Road cut. mllea ...... t of Frederld:town, Mo. 

I 1/2 miles ,",ost of Midwl>.r. Mo. on Mluourl hortl
cultuno farm. 

In river bond oplalld ... est of Mlrahal~Mo. 

Tv.""r'. pastw:_ 1 000th of Moberly. Mo. 

Road Junction S mnes north cf McBalne • Mc. 

Central Mlulsalppl. 

River edge at Boone.lIle Mo. 

Du.ot coUectcr. MeBal~, Mo. 

Road eut 4 mUn ,",est 01 FrederlcktO'"'D, Mo. 

South 01 C1iJItIm, Mo. oyorl)'lll& slW,e. 

Norllt 01 CllntOll, Mo. overlylll&" ~.u.dstoiuo. 

Near Doep_ter, Mo. cverlylll&" iI-Il>dst"'" and stale. 

Results. 
Tables I and II list some of the most interesting samples together 

with information concerning location, depth of sampling, particle 
size studJed, and the per cent heavy minerals in the fraction ex
amined. The heavy minerals analysis of these samples is sum
marized in Table IV where the original numbers used to express 
frequency have been transferred into percentages. These per
centages were obtained by counting at least 1,000 particles in the 
0.05-0.02 mm. fractions of the Tilsit, Lamotte sandstone, and Marion 
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samples, Pereentaies were then calculated from the counts. Num
ber estimates were made on these same samples and the numbers 

TABLE U. - DATA ON SAMPLES USED FOR HIlAVY MlNERALS STUDY 

I to 4 , 
• , 
• • 
'" U 

" U .. 
" " " " .. 
" U 

" " ,. 

~ .. 
(lla(:!al d r ift 
~ .. 
OrWld1 ,-, 
0 . ..... , 

0."""" 
Grund, 

M ••• hall 
P~t .. m 
P"toam 
""I .... '" 
PUll!O.m 
~ri~ 

M I .... Int .. ...u 
Rln. _ 

"'" Tt~!t 
01 .... 0 -Bat .. 

below p rofUe 
lGfeel 

44 IA(b, .. 
$S-U III.. 
58 -&2 1.0.. 

S8-U l~. 
12 .. 18 I ... 

105--1141n. 
10In.tot, 

18-28 In . 
U·-80lB. 
Tr ·8 It. 

12--U h . 
l$--If In. 

B. bo. 1auI. 

0--8 i1L 
10 \" , 
10 In. 
10 In. 

FnoUOR oln % ",,\'I .. 1ft 
I n IIUII. fl"loetl<)<l 

0,1··0,02 1.5 
0.1--0.02 1.5 
0.1-"0.02 1.0 

o.!25· · 0.048 3.%'1 
O. Otl - -O.O:r.l t.O 
a.ols· ·o.on u 
0.041--0.025 1.5 
O.OU --D.OlS l.S 
0. 1- -0.02 1.5 

0.05 .. 0. 02 U 
0.05 --0.02 1.0 
0.05 · · 0.02 1.0 
0. 05- -0.02 1.0 
0.05--0.01 1.5 
0. 05 · · 0.0 1 l.O 

0. 1- -0.02 1.5 
0.05··0,02 1.5 
0. 1- -0.02 1.4 

0.05 __ 0.01 1_ 
0.1 .. 0.02 l.S 
0.1- _0.02 1.0 

were transferred into a percentage ranle usinS" Table Ill. The 
value from the counte in all cases fell within the percentaS"e range 
covered by the number estimate. The count percentages showed 
that uniformity was obtaine.d in the n umber eatimates. In tabulating 
the results of the number estimates, a percentage figure was aa
eigned to each number which was approximately equal to the average 
of -the range covered by that number. These are the percentages 
given In Table IV. 

TABL£ W . - COIWEJUlION or NUMBEJI. .l!:ST1MATts TO PERCENTAIlE 

DcK:rIpti ......... ...... - Per .,.n! n..,. Po • .,.,,1 pl_ ._be. c .... . .cI 

Ve., . buDdaM , ,n .~ 
" ,,,,",, , 20 · U " V. ry eo"' ...... , 10 - 20 " Common • S - 10 , 
Fairly oorn ... "" • ,., • Unoommon • >-< , 
Raille . ...... , , -, , 
R • •• • , -, , 
Very ....... • , -, , 
• o!" ..... r , aee~ I" rouch U l ima .. or acl ... l c_. 

In all samples where counts were made, the count percentage 
has been used in the data rather than the number estimate per
centage because of its higher accuracy. The erroz: of the number 
estimate percentages is indicated by the ranie covered by this 
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number as la shown in Table III. Errors greater than this range are 
possible but are not likely in view of the agreement with the counts. 

TAJ:lLE IV. - PERCENTAGES OF MINERAL SPEClES'1N THE HEAVY MINERALS fRACTION. 

-• 0 

e • • 0 
• • • - • • 8 1 • ; • ~ " • , 1 • • , 

~ .- • • "' • • • • 0 0 0- • 0 , , , , ~ .=-! q • • l ~ • • • 
~ 3~ 

, • • • • , , , , • , • 8:- • • • • • • • • • • • , , , " .. , • , , , , , , • ,. 
" 

, , , , , , , , • " 
,. • , , , , , 

• , , 
" " 

, , , , • , 
• , , " " 

, • • , , , 
• " • ". o . .. , , • • " " 

, , , , , , , , • " " , , , , • " • • , .. , , , , , • " " 
, , 

" " 
, • • , , " " , " 

,. , , • , • " " " 
, 

" " • , • , • , 
" , , 

" " • , , , , " " 
, • " " • • , , , , 

" " • " • , • , , • " " " • , , , • " , • " " 
, • , , • • 

" " • " 
, , , • , , • 

" " " " " • • , , , , 
" • " " 

, , • , • " " , 
" 

, ". , " , 
" 

, , .. " • • , , " " " " " " • , , , , 
" " 

,. , 
" 

, , • , , , " 

In most samples opaque and coated grains made up 20% or more 
of the heavies. They did not appear useful in corrdation because 
of difficulty in identification a.nd have therefore not been listed 
in the analysis. There are also a few grains of other minerals 
which have not been included. 

Discussion. 
Figures 1 to 4 show the variations to be e;o:pected in heavy minerals 

content of loess samples take.n between Sioux City, Iowa, and Cape 
Girardeau, Missouri. These figures show the remarkable simi larity 
of loess over large distances. Most of the differences indicated are 
within the experimental error. 

Figures 1 to 6, 19 and 20 indicate the striking difference in min
eral assemblages and ' in mineral frequencies that can be expected 
in soils derived from sandstone or shale, as compared with those 
from loess' or glacial till. It should be not ed that Missouri river 
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!land and recent dust both contain the heavy mineral components 
characteristic of loen or glacial till. 

The differences ~o be expected in the heavy minerals of different 
lIize tractioDs of a soil are shown by comparing the fractiona 0.125-
0.046, 0.460.-025, and 0.025-0.011 mm. of the Grundy silt loam 
(Figur es 7, 8, and 9). There is np difference in the kinds of minerals 
present, but the increase in the percentages of epidote and rutile 
with a decr ease in particle size is quite apparent Likewise there 
Is a sharp decrease in the percentage of hornblende with a decrease 
in particle size. These differences emphasite the importance of 
comparing the same size fractions of soils. 

The most striking point brought out by the studies is the remark
able similarity in heavy mineral assemblage shown by most of the 
surface soils. The assemblage is characteristic of either loess or 
glacial till and strongly Indicates that the soils contain appreciable 
quantities of this material. 

Of the soils examined, t bose thought to have a possible loess!al 
origin were the Marshall, Marion, Grundy, and Putnam. They are 
shown by heavy mineral analySis to be similar to fresh loess in both 
kinds and ratios of resistant heavy minerals. Slight differences in 
ratios of heavy minerals could be due either to weathering or to 
t he differences in deposition which would be expected with in
creasing distance from the source of the loess. In surface soils of 
mixed origin, the nearer the soil to the source of the loess, the more 
it is like the loess as regards heavy mineral ratios. 

The Tilsit, Oswego, Boone, and Bates soils all occur south of 
the glaciated area in Missouri and they were thought to have been 
derived from the local sedimentary rocks which lie underneath. The 
heavy minerals studies (see Figures 21, 22, 28, and 24) indicate that 
the upper 10 inches of these soils contain material added as loess. 
The evidence of loess contamination i8 stronge8t for the Tilsit soil, 
since a more detailed analysis is available than for the other soils. 
In this case the evidence is based on the fact that the minerala 
epidote, colorles8 ,arnet, hornblende, and basaltic hornblende either 
do not occur at all .in the parent material or else are very rare here, 
whereas in the soil they are much more abundsnt. Furthermore, it 
is very unlikely that any of these minerals could have formed from 
the weathering of minerals present in the parent material, which Is 
essentially quartz" and microcline. In addition, the ratios of these 
"foral,n" heavy minerais to one another is about the same as the 
ratios of these minerals in the 0.025.().01l mm. traction of loesalal 
soil (see Figure 9). The mechanical analysis furnishes additional 
evidence of loess contamination in the Tilsit. From a detailed study 
of the Tilsn, loess contamination was calculated to be about 16.rQ 
in the upper horizons. (See Part m, B.) 
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In the ease of the Oswego, Boone, snd Bates soils loess COD

tamination can only be Inferred but not proved, since samples ot 
parent materials were not examined. 

'The A horizon of most Missouri soils bas a very high silt content, 
. r egardless of the character of the underlying material. The heavy 

minerale studies suggest that loess can be held responsible for part 
of this silty texture. This conclusion Is not unreasonable when 
one recalls that there are great thicknesses of loess within two 
hundred miles or less of any part of the state. A aingle dust storm 
of recent years deposited a perceptible layer of silt over most 
of the middle west and dust was observed as far east as the Atlantic 
coast. 

Further interesting data are found by comparing t he heavy min
erals of a soil profile. Figures 13 to 16 show various horizons of 
the Putnam silt loam. The material appears to be quite uniform. to a 
depth of 5 feet. The 7-8 foot layer ahows some significant differences 
which are represented by an increase in zircon and a decrease in 
hornblende. The 12-18 foot zone is very di stinctly different, as is 
shown by a: big increase in zircon and tourmal.ine, and a marked 
decrease in epidote and hornblende. The 12-13 foot zone of this 
Putnam profile. has apparently been derived mostly from the local 
bed rock: of shale, sandstone, and possibly limestone. The 7-8 foot 
zone is Undoubtedly ;lacial drift. It contains a heavy mineral 
aaaemblage suggestive of a mixture of Igneous, metamorphic, and 
sedimentary rocks, and it is definitely different from the overl.ying 
material which is thought to be loess. 

The Gr undy silt loam profile (Figures 8, ' 10, and 11) 18 very 
similar t o the P utnam, but the bedrock zone was not reached because 
samples were not taken deep enough. Down to a depth of 6~ feet 
the profile is uniform and is very similar to the typical loess. Below 
thia depth, significant changes in heavy mineral ratios a re observed. 
At a depth of 9 feet the proportion of tourmaline has increased 
markedly and the hornblende percentage has significantly decreased. 
The Grundy from about 1S'h feet to 9H feet is thought to be fo rmed 
from glacial drift. 

The Putnam snd Grundy profiles are indicative of the deposit that 
might be expected to occur nesr the front of a stagnant continental 
glacier. A possible explanation of this condition is as follows. 
During the advaneing ice stare, local bedroek is incorporated in t he 
base of the ice mass. This debris beeomes slowly mixed through 
the glacier as a result of differential' movements in the ice. This 
slow mixing would cause the higher leveill of the ice sheet to con
tain more debris of a foreign origin than do the lower layers. As the 
ice becomes stagnant and melts, this d·ebris would be deposited 
in the same order. Thus the surface drift would contain the highest 
proportion of foreign material and the change downward to bedrock: 
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would be gTadual. AI the Ice sheet retreated farther north, a layer 
of outwash material may have been depo.lted on top of the till. 
The presence of outwash is indicated by the stratification of some 
~laelal deposits of this region. As the ice retreated atlll farther 
north, loen waa deposi ted on top of the glaelal drift or outwaah, as 
the case may be. The mineral content of the loesa, the glacial out
waah, and the upperm03t ilacial drift, therefore, might be almost 
identical. 

It is inteHating to compare the B hor iton of the loeu loil from 
-Miuiaalppi (Figure 18 ) with loeu f l'i)m Mlalouri (Figures 1 to 4 ). 
The heavy minerals auemblage is the aame and the mineral ratios 
are, for the most part, very similar. The Mlu iaslppi soil, however, 
shows a much lower percentage of hornblende. This i9 readily 
explained when one considers that the MiuilSllippi loess 80il was sub
jected to the severe westhering of a moist southern climate. Horn· 
blende is not generally considered to he a very reaistant minerai 
and would tend to disappear under these conditions . Pronounced 
weathering and losa of hornblende were observed also in the B 
horbons of the Marlon and Grundy. This Is shown hy comparing 
the percentages of hornblende in Figures 10 and 17 with thoee of 
the fresh loen Ihown In Figures 1 to 4. It appears therefore, that 
hornblende might be a very useful mineral in Indicating the eeverity 
of weathering which occurs in varioua horizons of a 80il, and under 
variou,l climatic condftions . 

. Concl1l810D&. 
The foll owing · conclusloU9 seem justifiable from the data of the 

heavy minerals atudles . . 
1. The origin of a soil is reflected in the kinds snd amounts of 

heavy minerale present. A qualitative and roughly quantitative 
determination of the heavy minerala is usually sufficient to , how 
what this orialn II, after one haa determined the kind a nd relative 
abundance of heavy minerals in the poaaible parent materials. 

2. LoelSll is very uniform In heavy minerals compol ition over large 
anas. 

S. In making beavy minerals campa rhona between loUa and 
parent materials one ahould use the eame s ize :fractions. 

4. The Marshall, Marion, Grundy, and Putnam profiles e:umlned 
are apparently formed from loess. The deeper horizons of the 
Grundy and Putnam profiles are probably of alacial drift orlaln. 
Below 12 feet, the Putnam protile seema to he formed mostly f rom 
local sedimentary rock. 

5. All the lIiaaour l solla examined contained a significant amount 
of loesa in the A horl.zon. 

6. Loess is responslhle in part for the eharacteriatic high alit 
content in the A horizon of many Mi'sourl aoill. 
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7, Differenees in the origin of the parent material at different 
depths are readily shown by a heavy minerals analysis. 

8. Profiles like the Putnam and Grundy ean be explained by 
considering them to have been fonned in loess underlain by debris 
deposited from a stagnant continental glacier near the margin of 
its advance. 

9, Hornblende, because of its wide distribution and moderate 
resistance to weathering forces, is a good mineral to use in compar· 
ing the severity of weathering of different horizons of a soil and of 
soils formed under different climatic conditions, 
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PART II1.-THE TECHNIQUE OF QUANTITAtIVE HEAVY 
MINERAL STUDIES 

A. General Considerations. 

The procedure outlined in Part II is adequate for the purpose 
of recognizing geologieal differences in soil maferials. It may 
also furnish information of a preliminary and qualitative character 
on depositional variation and on -the intensity of the weathering 
processes to which the surface layera have been subjected. A much 
more strictly quantitative method is needed, however, for -the de
tailed study of soil formation processes. It should enable us to 
detect even small depositional variations, and in case these 8re 
absent, to provide a firm basis for the calculation of gains or losses 
through the precise determination of immobile constituents. 

The results discussed in Part III are therefore illustrative of the 
difficulties arising in the quantitative extension of the heavy mineral 
technique. The two soils here considered were, as it turned out, not 
suitable for the quantitative measure of soil-forming processes. 
Each, however, presented problems of origin and of technique the 
solution of which greatly facilitated later work upon the Grundy 
silt loam profile ·described in Part IV. 

When these investigations were begun no previous work had been 
done with the object of using resistant heavy minerals as a means 
of assessing changes in the soil. Mickelson's· studies" proceeding 
contemporaneously with o.urs, have also served to illustrate the 
difficulties inherent in this approach. 

From what follows it will be seen that two major difficulties are 
found in the .use of quantitative microscopic methods. One arises 
through the presence of grains with highly resistant coatings which 
make accurate identification impossible. Tlie second involves the 
assumptions and 'errors inherent in the translation of the numerical 
count of grains into a weight percentage of the soil . . These difficul
t ies are here considered in some detail. 

The statistical errore involved in the counting of grains under 
the microscope are very easily evaluated. The conditions en
countered fit those dealt with in the Poisson series, which gives 
the mean error as the square root of the number of grains of a 
particular speCies counted. Thus If in a series of counts, 100 grains 
of tourmaline 'were seen, the mean error would be ± 10 grains 
which is + 10 per cent of the. total tourmaline. This mean error 
corresponds to the standard deviation of the mean as discussed by 
R. A. Fisher and the probability table given by him can' be used 
to determine by what factor this must be multiplied to give any 
specific probability. We find for 20 or more grains of a single 
species counted that the mean error multiplied approximately by 2 
would bring us ~ the 5 'per cent point, that is the odds are 19 to 1 
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that an error of twice the mean error would not be exceeded. Thus 
in the above example the odda are 19 to 1 that the tourmaline shou~d 
lie between 80 and 120 graina. 

B. The TUsit Silt Loam Profile. 

(1) Field and Sampling Data 
L OCCltion and Ducription of Profile. The profile used for this 

study is exposed in a road cut about 4 miles west of Fredericktown, 
Missouri. The soil is supposedly derived from the LaMotte Sand
stone of Upper Cambrian age which outcrops in the same road cut 
immediately underlying the profile. A brief description of tbe
profile is as follows: 
..- ..- 0- 8 in. Pale yellowish brown silt loam. Volume weight 1.30. 

-- 8-17 in. Light yellow silt loam. Volume weight 1.36. 
17-28~ in. Highly mottled, yellow and lirown silty clay. Volume 

weight 1.49. 
28~·35 in. Yellowish brown, highly weathered sand containing · 

!andstone 'fragments toward the base. 
The underyling sandstone waa found to be very poody sorted and 

a rkosic in nature. Different layers of the sandstone vaded con
Iiderably in texture and in resistance to weathering. 

Mdhod of S4m.pling. A trench was dug several feet into the bank 
of the road cut in order to obtain undisturbed horizons. The profile 
was sampled in volume weight cans to a depth ot"281h inches. Below 
this depth it was impossible to obtain volume weight aamples be
cause of the presence of sandstone fragmenh. A can holding about 
110 cc. was carefully driven into tbe aidea of the trench at depths of 
2, 4, 6, 10, 12, 14 ~, 183-'S, 22, and 26 inches. After the volume 
weights were determined in the laboratory, the three samples rep-
resenting a glv~ horizon were thoroughly mixed. . 

Representativ~ l samples of the horizon 28~-85 inches and of the 
weathered aands~ne were taken in sacks. A fre ah sandstone sample 
:was taken in the road cut about 50 feet away from the profile 
proper. It represented a layer which could be traced at a depth 
of about 60 inches in the profile. Except for the fr esh sandstone, 
a lI samples were taken in the same vertical profile. Samplini was 
done in October 1940 under favorable moisture conditiona. 

Pret,.ea.tmmt of S4mP~. The dry samples were disaggregated by 
cruahina- carefully in a m ortar. The sandstone a.mplea were poorly 
fo naolidated, but required a steel mortar before they could be easily 
disintegrated. By using some care it was fairly eaay to break the 
aggregates apart without crushing the sand grains, and very little 
powdered material resulted. 

The diaintea-rated samplea were passed through a 2 mm. aieve 
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in order to get rid of any large undesirable plecel of gravel. Only 
a very small amoun~ of gravel was found and It was diacnded .. 

(2) MechanIcal Analysis. 
A atanda.rd mechanical anaiyaia was run on all sample. in dup

licate according to the combined sieve and pipet method outlined 
in. the appendix. The average reaults are shown in Table V. 

The "lIt fractions 0.05-0.02, 0.02-0.01, and Q.Ol"().006 mm. equivalent 
diameter were then separated by atirrlng the well-diaperaed lIample 
in a beaker, allowing to ltand the required period of time, and 
siphoni1l2 olr the aupernatent liquid. 

TABLE V - MECHANICAL ANALYStS o r THE Ttun SILT LOAM_nw~ 

OIUlfl • • . 

" 
Per •• ot of nrl""" 01 ... III bon....,. of \110 proftlll 

onlLll ....... 
0_' ._tT 17-JU;' II 1/1·35 ,,,,, .. 1Il00,-.1 ,"p 

••• ~ ~ ~ ...... ' • --. -
J ·_I l.81 U. '.00 n.n I.n .. ~ 
h ••• ••• 0.11 '.H 14.CI'I 12.M '.U 
.1--.1 '.N '.N '.11 11.110 10.4. 31.15 

.1--.1 '.U ' .14 1 .11 10,2\ 11 .$1 14.ft 

.1 __ .01 Ut 4.12 4." lI.n H.13 1'1.' • 
• 01-_.02 >LU •. 02 n.n 1'.51 21.44 '.M 
.02 __ .01 11.11 n.1O lI." '.31 Ul 1.11 

.01··.005 '.n '.U 11." '.N '.H 0." 

.0n __ .001 'H IO.ft S.U •. U 1.$1' 0." 

,00' lUO n .• 1 n.M 1.11 UI '.H 

T'" .5.11 J02.1' 100.41 100.11 100.5' H.H 

An examination of Table V immediately aUii'eab that considerable 
diffeNlnces in parent material mu,t have been present from the 
oubet. From the surface down to 28," inches. howe.er, the mechan
ical analyses show fair uniformity a. regards the seven coarsest 
fractions from 2 Mm. down to .01 mm. The 28'"-35 inch layer. the 
weathered sand.tone and the freah standstoni dllfer very markedly 
from the layers above i n ' their hlaher content of cOlrae material. 
At the same time they dltrer very significantly from each other in 
thh respect. We may conelude therefore that geological or de-
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positional differences may have existed between the parent materials 
of the different soil horizons. , 
(3) Quantitative Separation of Heavy Minerals. 

Heavy mineral separatlona wefe made on the f ractions 0.2-0.1, 0.1-
0.05,0.05-0.02;0.02-0.01, and 0.01-0.005 rom. to see which contained 
the major portion of the heavy minerals. Separations were made 
by means of a tetrabromoethane-nitrobenzene mlxtun ' haring a 
specific gravity of 2.85 ± 0.01. A centrifuge tube of speeial design 
(aee appendix) was used. By taking on&- or two-gram samples and 
centrifuging at 1(}()() r . p. m. fOf 5-10 minutes, it was possible to obtain 
good quantitative separationll on all the fractlona used. In order 
to obtain a complete ncovery of heavy gralnll it .was necessary to 
shake and recentrifuge each sample four times. Practically all the 
heavy mineralll were found in the fractionll 0.1-0.05, 0.05-0.02, and 
0.02-0.01 rom. and theM were, therefore, selected for heavy mineral 
study. 

TAILE VI. - HEAVY MQI£RAL DIS1tulunON IN FRACTIONS 01' THE TILSIT 
PROflLE 

Fracll"" F.actiolo ~"~ ,~ 

HOI"ls ... . 1-.0$ ar .... . (15-.02 ...... .02-. 01 ..... $ ..... 1 .. .... 
• $ II. M. III $ 11. ... III " H. a.!. • IA ta,. • ,_. 

Froetl ...... 11 ~~~ 1'raetI ... SOIl .. 0.'$ 0.021 1.41 ". ' .M 0.212 1."1 
1-11 •. U 0.011 .. " o.n2 '.U O. I U un 

17-" 1/2 0.26 O.ou .m 0.2~ O.et O. H I! UIS 
211 /Z_~$ C.l$ o.on 1. 01 0.187 0.51 .00. 0.235 

WutM.ed a.1f 0.051 •. " 0.210 D.35 0.012 G.Z7l 
.. ..sIt ..... . 

h •• 0.25 · 0.061 l.49 D.le) I.U. 0.'" O.SH _.-
Microacopic examination of the heavy mineralll showed a very 

poor quantitative separation. Many compound quartz-anatase and 
iron-coated quartz grain, were found·. in the heavy fraction. Thj!re 
was also a farge number of heavy mineral irains so completely coated 
that Identificstion was Impossible. Boiling with concentrated oxalic 
·acld or strong hydrochloric acid, helped to eliminate this difllculty. 
It was then decided to treat all samples that were to be used fot 
heavy mineral separations with 15'1'. Hel and to heat them on the 
ateam plate for one hour. Preliminary mJcrollcoplc uamlnation 
failed to reveal any identiftable beavy minerala which were dis
aolved hy this treatment.. 

In order to have enough heavy re~idue for "mineral counh and for 
chemical analysis, it was necena:ry to. make separtions on from 10 
to SO grams of each fraction. This meant that from 4 to 15 separa
tions were made. From thb number of aeparations, a very good 
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avera,e was obtained. Moat determinations checked within one 
tenth of one per cent. The average results of the heavy minerals 
separations are given in Table VI. 

TAIILE vn _ HEAVY/IIDIERAL COUNTS WI "11£ 0.1-0.05 MM. FRACTIONS OF nu: 
71LSlT SILT LOAM PRonu: 

I0Il,," ... 1 ,., 1·11 U.21l/1 n 1/1-35 WlO&tIwrtd 'nu 
~ ' .. .. •• -- -. -

~-- m no ... 1,01' '" .. 
... Ul<I • 

",- .~ .fl .n .~ H' ... 
T .......... llno .. , m '" '" .n IS! . 

EpI.""l4I " " .. • • • 
AmpblbOl •• .. • , • • • 
~""'aril4l • • • • , • 
Q\IO.rt • •• • • • • ". ." 
.".- H • .U '" n .. • ,-, ,n m '" ... ." ~ -
T .... '.~ I .tot t,120 1.'44 I .JOI 1.IU 

·m .... _ 
"compound 'l"'~-""'- pa1'" 

(4) Microscopic Study of F ractions_ 
The heavy minerals from each fraction of several horizons were 

studied until complete familiarity with all possible identifiable 
In'sins wu attained. The heavy mineral s indicated that the prollie 
wu fairly uniform geologically. However. an increase in hornblende 
and epidote and the occur rence of lome &,arnet in the upper horicons 
IUi,eated the probability of some contamination here with wind
blown material. The heavy minerals in the ordE!;r of their abundance 
were anatase. zircon. tourmaline, epidote. opaques (probably mostly 
Hmenlte), and amphiboles. , There were also very minor a.mounh of 
rutile and garnet. In spite of the acid treatment there was stlll a 
conliderable number of coated unknown minerals as well u com
pound quartz-anatase graine, especially in the deeper horizons. 

The anatase was practically all lecondary in origin, al waa in-
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dfcated by the perfect rectangular platy crystals occurring in all 
&amples, especially in the fresh sandstone. Weathering of anatase 
In the upper horizons was not great although some rounding, pitting, 

TABLE vm - HEAVY MlN1:RAL COUNI'S ON THE 0.05_0.02 MM.. FRACTI0?6 OP THE 
TlLSlT SILT l.().UI·\':Ronu 

~~ '" particle, \It V--nou. KoM ...... 

MI ....... \ ,-. 1_17 11. 21 1/2 :z:e 1/2·'5 WHIM ' " PI" .. h ,,- •• .. - •• -- .... -
II"" • 

... -~ '" ... on 1,347 2,014 _ .. • 
u_ n , ... '" '" '" '" 
Tw ........ .. ." " n. .. " 
'O- n u. .. " .. .. 
AlDphlbolol • , .. .. , , 
o .. ""t , • , , , , 
M...emu • , • , • , 
BIDtite • , , , , , 
q"art& . , " • .. m ... " _u 

'" .. " " • • 
'u~ ... '" '" '" ... ... --tOiffi I,ll S I.on I,on 1.44' 2.UI t,UI 

'88% ..... ta .. 
''Yostl]r COIDP",""" q .... rt&_aJlataM Ml_ 21 l i t 1",, _ _ . 

and coating of grains was evident. Zircon and tourmaline In all 
aamplea were more or less rounded, especially .the larger grains. 
Thia was probably due to Abrasion during f ormation of the san'd
stone, although these grains could have occurred in this form in 
the or iginal i, "neous rock. Zircon and tourmaline did not appear 
to undergo weathering In the profile. Many of the zircon crystals 
were coated, but this occurred in the fr esh sandstone as well as in 
the soil. Coatings do not necessarily mean weathering of the mineral 
fuelf but may be deposits of silica, Iron, or aluminum from per
colating solutions. 

Counts of from 500 to 2,000 grainB were made on each fraction of 
every horizon in order to have results of statistical signill.cance. The 
mineral grains were mounted in a medium of refractive index 1.70. 
The particles were acattered 80 as to give no more than 25 ,rains 
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per field. All -grains which appeared completely within the field of 
vision were counted. The slide was moved f rom field to field by 
uaing cross-hatched marks on the microscope stage to prevent count
ing of portions. of tbe same field more than once. The results of 
the counts are given in Tables VII, VIII, and IX. 

TABLE IX _ KEAVY MINERAL COUNTS ON THE 0.02_0.01 MM. FRACTIO!>"S OF THE 
TIUIIT SILT LOAM PROFILE 

. 
Num\>Or 01. Particles In Varl ..... Horlsotll 

Mlnoral ,., 8_11 17_281/2 28 1/2.35 lVuU. • .-.d r .. • .. h 
m. " ". '". -- -. • =. 

AnatueaDd '" '" '" ". '" , .. 
Rutile • 

'Ziroon n ,. 
" .. " 

, 
TounnaUne " " " • " 

, 
"'- .. " " " " , 
Alnpl>lbol. " , • • , , 
/IIuseorit4 " • " 

, • , 
Quarl1 " " " " .. " 
Ce*i.d " '" '" " .. " ....,.,. 
'"- ". m '" '" ... .. , 

-88% .... taa. 

A cursory examination of these tablea immediately suggests that 
the epidote, garnet and amphiboles present in the 0-28* inch layers 
could not possibly have come entirely from parent mateJ:"ial similaJ:" to 
that of -the lower layers, since tbe 'Zircon and tourmaline, which are 
even mOJ:"e resistant chemically, do not show the same high relative 
abundance in the uppeJ:" as compared with the lower !ayers. Some 
outside source would seem to have provided all the garnet and 
the bulk of the epidote and amphiboles. It will be seen also that the 
incJ:"ease in epidote in the surlace layers is especially maJ:"ked in the 
finest fraction (.02-.01 mm.), suggesting that loessial material may 
have been J:"eaponsible. The J:"elative amounts of epidote, amphibolea 
(hornblende) and garnets are also such as would be found in surlace 
soils weatheJ:"ed fJ:"om loess. (See Figs. 10,' 12, 13, 17.) 

Calculati/Yltl.! From Comma. The percentage by weight of each 
mineral was calculated from counta after assuming that the aveJ:"age 
sizes were the same. Each mineral was given an assumed specific 
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&Tavity which waa obtained from the average of the apeciftc il1lvity 
range found in Dana's Textbook on Mineralogy". Thoae ulled were: 
anatase and rutile 8.9, zircon 4.7, tourmaline 8.1, epidote 8.3, amphibole 
3.2, garnet, 3.7, muscovite 2.8, biotite 2.8, aDd quartz 2.66. All opaque 

TABU: X. - AVEllAGE SPECIFIC GRAVITT 07 HEAVY JolltfERAL 7RACT101fll 
CALCULATIll nlOM COUNTS ANI) ntTnMINED WlT'R THE 
.J'TCNOIolI:Tlll 8O'l"rLE. 

S. G. of. Var~ rr..,UON 
Ho~"" 

. 1--.05 mm. .05 __ .01_ • .In-_.Ol ",o. . . ~. fro", "-,-" hom OOlUl!s With pyo. bottle ,-
1ft 'ocll .. 

0--' 4.41 3.n ",5 3." '--17 ' .n .. ~ S.1' .. ~ 11 __ 21 1f2 4.lI .. ~ '.U 3.15 
21 1/ 2_35 ' .M U8 1l.H .... 
W .. u......t 4.11 3.411 3.1' ..... -
rr .. 11 4.0t 3.11 S.11 3.18 ..... _. 

and coated unknown grains were &88umed to have a specUlc aravitJ 
which wu equal to that of the average of the known &Taina. The 
error Introduced by this UlJumption is emall provided that their pro
portion is not too large, and would tend to be eliminated when the 
various samples are compared with one another. 

The accuracy of the average specific gravity calculation for the 
heavy grains of the 0.05-0.02 nun. fractionl was checked by determin
ing the!r specific gravity with a pycnometer bott!e_ The procedure for 
thia determination is outlined in appendix D_ It wu found that the 

TABLE Xl. - nEPOliITIONAL VAJUATION A! SHOWN 8T THE RE1.A1"IV£ PRO-
. PORTlON1 or II1GHLY RESlSTANT acDfn.\J.8 ( TOTAUl FOR 

7RACTIONI 0.1 _ 0.01 MM. J 

' ..... ntaa: .. bl ".lpt oj IOU 

""" &1 ... -'- -L I,.."". I_III, ~. iii£'1i!I IS!!!!: m.ll!!!! -1i1Il1I! ...L !!L .-. 0.831 O.OiO 0.042 0.310 U .U 
'_11 0.515 0.0115 0.030 0.22-& ... .U 

IT_U 1/2 0.415 0.054 0.025 0.U3 U ... 
2' 1/2- S5 0.235 0.048 0.011 UU U " W ... U,u"" .-- 0.t13 0.055 0.011 ..... ... .H 
h .. ~ ..... - o.n. 0.038 0.011 0.212 ... ." 

calculated average gravity was con~i8tent1y a little too high (see Table 
X). This is probably due to the fact that some of the a88Q.med apeclftc 
rravitiea are too high. It waa very difficult to obtain good resultll with 
the pycnometer on amallllampies of such fine rrained material because 
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of surface tension effects. This method was therefore abandoned in 
favor of the ealeuJation from counts which ,ave consistent, though 
high, results. 

TABLE XIL -'DEPOSITlONAL VARIATION AS SHOWN BY THE VARlATIO~ IN 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF ZIRCON, TOURMALINE 
A..'iD ANATASE. RUTILE. 

~"" lI,d .. 1011 ....... 1 

.-. Zlrt(lll. • U " 8-11 " • " " 11-281/ 1 " • .. .. 
211/:-" " " " , 
W.atb.," .. IIdstOM " .. ,. • ,....Il! .. """1_ " .. " , .-. TO\lrmaltne • " " 8-17 " • " " 110181/2 " • .. .. 
%8 1/ 2-35 " " .. , 
w.ut ... " ........ 1OfIe " .. .. • ,... .. b 1Ud$I(III.t " .. " • ...... Iu • • . -. RUIn. • .. .. 
8· 17 " • " " 11-281/2 . " • .. .. 

%81 / 2-35 " U " " 9,·u!lle." '''''"'_ " U " .. 
,....ah .. ...a.tar>e -- .. .. " 

Conversion of Counu to Weight Perctntages. Utilization of the 
microscopte counts and the specific gravities of species identified i8 
likely to lead to ser ious error in calculated wei,ht pereentages in, 
certain eases. Apart from the difficulty of dealing with unidentified 
grains there is also a possibility that the average volumes of the 
particles of different species in a given fraction may not be the same. 
This in itaelt would not vitiate the quantitative comparison of soil 
horizons unless the volume factor varied from one layer to another . 
This, however, is only probable when there are reoiogiea.l or deposi
tional differences. A good illustration of this effeet showed itself in 
the Tils:it profile, where grains of the .05-.02 rnm. fraction were 
measured in two directions at r ight angles In addition to beinr , 
counted. Sixty to eighty grains of each species were measured. For 
the 0:-8 inch, 8-17 inch, and 17-28* i,nch layers the ratios of the 
diameters of anatose, zircon and tOUrmaline rrains to those of all 
the gains, varied little from 1.00, but in the lower layer values ranging 
from .76 to 1.73 occurre.d. Tbe broader the limits of particle size in 
a given fracti on the more likely will be such observations. 

However, measurements in two dimensions 'do not enable one to 
compute with accuracy the volumes of the particles measur ed, so that 
where the size ra.tios vary appreeiably from 1.00 no reliable weight 
percentage can be calculated. [f, however, the ratio remains eon: 
atant down the protile, the proportionate errors will be the same for · 
alilaye1'8 and calculations o.n weathering can still be made. 
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In Tables XI and XII, therefore no rreat accuracy can be claimed 
for percentages of individual minerals in the layers of soil below 
281ft inches. Nevertheless; these tables illustrate clearly that deposi
tional variations are reflected both in the weliht ratios of different 
resistant minerals to one another and in the distribution of each 
mineral amonist the various size gTOupS, 

The two types of criteria for depositional variation ar e seen to 
show marked differences in parent materials where the mechanical 
analyses also indicated differences. It might perhaps be thou,ht that 
the meehanical analysis alone would be adequate to decide these quea
tions. In many eases, especially those where weathering haa 'left a 
larie fraction of the original soil skeleton intact, there is no doubt 
that mechanical analyses would clearly indicate var iations in parent 
materials. But where more e.xte.ruJive weathering takes place, giving 
coarser fractions which are themselves secondary in origin, only these 
two types of heavy mineral criteria can be used. As to which wiU 
prove "the better, insufficient experience is yet available for any 
decision, and several mineral ratios or distributions should be ex
amined. 

(5) Chemical Determination of Zircon In Soil Fractions. 
Because of the large Dumber of coated grains which were' found in 

moat of the fractions in the profile, it was decided to cheek the zircon 
determtned by counta with a chemical method for estimating zircon. 
Since most of the zireon occurred in the 0.05-0.02 mm.. fractioIl5, this 
fraction was used for the detennination. 

A method for the determination of zirconium in the mineral zircon 
which could be used in the presence of all other elements found in 
the hea~y fractions was outlined (Appendix D.) This pr ocedure was 
then applied to some pure zircon crystals and to an artificial mixture 
of zircon and apatite. It was found possible to obtain quantitative 
results for zircon in the presence of 25% apatite according to the 
pr oeedu"re. Because of the high percentage of zircon in the Tilslt 
samples and since a lar ge amount of heavy minerals had been sep
arated, it was not necessary to use the 5-plaee weighing technique 
described in the appendix. In this case 0.1 gram. samples were used 
and the precipitates were weighed to the f ourth decimal place only. 
Duplicate or triplicate determinations were made and r esults chee.k~ 
within one per cent. 

We see from Table XIII that the zircon determin~ chemically is 
somewhat higher than that determined f rom the counts. This would 
suggest either that the zircon is not of the theoretical composition, 
that some of the assumed densities of the var ioulJ heavy minerals are 
incor rect, that some of the coated unknown gr ains ar e in reality 
zircon, or th!lt the shapes and sizes of the grains of different species 
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may change relatively e1Ipecially in the lower layers. The tirst three 
results luggest that where there is good unitonnity of parent material 
the ~ireon determined chemically is strictly proportional to that given 
by counts. 

TABLE xm. - ZlJlCON IN O,05·0.02IoD11, HEAVY FRACTIONS OF THE TIL· 
SIT FROP[LE DETERMINED FRoM COUlo"TS AND BY COM
ICAL ANALl'3lS 

'lIre,,", " ~, "u d H~'''l' fTUtlOli 
, HorIUIII depth 

111 iDeM' FroID c<Nnt& From chemical ~lr.l. 

.-. 18.72 21.08 
8-11 18.91 19.43 

17-28 ' / 2 11. 92 1f.75 
2181 / 2·35 n.n :It.aIl 

Weathered 15.61 25 .ff ....... ~ 
"'ub •. ~ 10.18 u __ 

(6) Conclusions and' Summary. 
The results of the heavy minerals study on the Tilstt profile 

indicate that the upper part of this Boil was developed in a mixed 
material of LaMotte sandstone and }oe88. The sharp increase in 
epidote and amphiboles, and the presence of small amounts of 
basaltic hornblende and garnet in the upper horizons of the profile, 
ia atronr evidence of loesaial contamination. Theee minerale are 
all absent from, or are very rare, in the eandatone parent material, 
and it ia very unlikely that they could have been formed from the 
decomposition of other minerals present in the sandstone. The 
amounts of these "foreign" minerals seem relatively small, and one 
might think that loeas!al contamination is not very g-reat. However, 
if we assume that these ''foreign'' minerala have t>een added as 
loess, and that their relative abundance in the loess was the same 
aa that in the Missouri loess samples previously examined, it Is 
estimated that the contamination above 17 inches is about 16 per 
cent. The method used to calculate loes9 contamination was baaed 
on epidote and is as follows: 

0.0591 gm. epidote of 0.10-0.01 mm. aize In 100 gm. soil, average 
for 0-17 inch horizons. 

0.0021 gm. epidote of 0.10-0.01 mm. size in 100 gm. weathered~ 
sandstone. 

0.0570 gm. epidote of 0.10-0.01 mm. size ~d a8 Lee" to ()...17 inch 
hor izon (difference). 

0.8596 gm. epidote of 0.125-0.011 mm. size in 100 gIn. of average 
loes9. . 

0.0570 
0.8596 

X 100 = 15.9 per cent loess contamination. 
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Amphiboles caD be used in the same way to make this calculation. 
but they are more susceptible to weathering than epidote and would 
give low results. 

Addition of loess in the general size range of 0.02-0.01 mm. is 
strongly indicated. This is shown by the fact that in the TlIsit 
profile, the biggest differences are in the 0.02-0.01 mm. f raetions. 
Large increases in the percentage of this size occur in the up
per horizons. Then, too, the largest percentage of the "foreign" 
heavy minerals occur in the 0.02· 0.01 mm. fractions. And most im
portant of all, the ratio of amphibole to epidote in the T ilsit is about 
the same 8S the ratio of these two minerals in-the 0.025-0.011 mm.. 
fraction of loess. The addition of loess of the average particle size 
indicated above would be reasonable to expect at this distance f rom 
the nearest source of loess. 

The possibility that the increase in the 0.02-0.01 mm. size material 
in t he surface horizons is due to the mechanical breakdown of 
coar ser material is not in line with the evidence given above. Me
chanical l?reakdown of aand grains in the profile is thought to be 
small. 

It is also possible that the sandstone parent material of the upper 
horizons contained more of t he 0.02-0.01 mm. aize material than 
does the underlying sandstone. This is supported by the evidence 
of the hea.vy minerals and zircon distr ibution among the .fractions, 
and it is probably true to a certain ~nt. However, the evidence 
from the "foreign" heavy minerals shows that a .considerable portion 
of this 0.02-0.01 rom. size material must have come from loess. 

F r om the data of the .mechanical analysis, and from the distribu
tion of total heavy minerals and of zircon among the various frac
tions of the profile, we have indisputable evidence of depositional 

. variations within the profile. The mechanical analysis ahows sig
nificant differences in particle size distribution between almost all 
the horizons of the profile. This is particularly evident in the 
coarser fractions. The distribution of total heavy minerals among 
the various fractions shows significant uifferences, especially be
tween the deeper horizons of the profile. Weathering of the less 
resistant heavy minerals would cause some differences in particle 
size distribution, so the criterion of totals is not 8S useful as that 
offer ed by one very resistant mineral. 

Because of ita high resistance to weathering, zircon is especially 
good for showing differences in deposition between layers of the 
profile. Probably the criteria offered by zircon distribution among 
the fractions is the most sensitive measure we have of depositional 
variations. The distribution of zircon among different par ticle siz~s 
in the profile shows distinct depositional differences. We must 
remember, however, that small differences in zircon distribution, as 
well as in total heavy minerals distribution, may be due to errors 
arising in the f r actionation of the samples. 
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.As tinal evidence of depositional or geological differences between 
layers in the profile, we have the ratio of zircon to tourmaline using 
the combined fractions. These ratio! indicate uniformity down to 
a depth of 28'h inches. Below'28'h inchea, the ratios are significantly 
different. By combining the data from the three size fractiona in 
calculating these mineral ratios, errOl'a adem&' in the separation 
of fractions are avoided. However, from the results it appears that 
the mineral ratios of the combined fractions are not as aensitlve to 
amall depositional differences aa are the mechanical analyais and 
the zircon distribution. 

When one considers "the nature of the LaMotte sandatone, it Is not 
surprising that depositional differences occur. Outcrops of the 
sandstone show thin interbedded layers of relatively coarse, poorly
sorted, arkosic sandstone and weU-sorted finer textured sandstone. 
There are also thin beds of shale and siltstone in some places. 

Apparently tbis Tils!t profile bas been developed in a fairly uni
form admixture of loess!at material and sandstone down to a depth 
of about 17 inches. From 17 to 85 inches loess contamination de
creasea rapidly, but it is still apparent. Below 85 incbes, there Is no 
evidence of loea8. Below 28% inches the profile ia fonned from al
ternate beds of coarse and fine sandstone which differ markedly from 
the parent material th~t gave r ise to the profile above it. 

The way · in which the loess became mixed with the other material , 
In the profile ie not clear. Poaeibly the mixinr took place during the 
period of loess deposition. It does not aeem likely that the loess could 
have been translocated downward by leaching alone to arlY appreciable 
extent, although some of the tinest silt size particles may have been 
moved. Perhaps plant roob and insects in the soil are larrely re
sponsible for this mixing. 

SlI.mmorv. From the studies on the Tilsit silt loam profile, the 
following conclusions seem justifiable. 

1. The proti.1e shows both geological and depositional di1rerencea 
between the upper and the lower horizons. 

2. The profile has been developed in mixed material of LaMotte 
sandstone and loess. 

S. Loese makes up r oughly 16 per cent of the total material above 
17 inches depth and about 10 per cent of the material between 17 
and 28'1i inches. Traces of loess extend to a depth of somewhere 
between 28'1i and 85 incl)es. 

4. Down ~ a dept h of ahout 28'1i in~es the profile is relatively 
uniform geologically and depositionally. 

5. Below 28'1i inches the layers differ markedly from those above 
both geologically and depositionally. 

6. The layers below 28'1i inches differ from eaeb other depositionally 
snd are apparently f ormed from thin beds of coarse and fine sandstone. 
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7. The way in which loess was mixed with the upper horizons of 
the profile is not known. but it could have occurred as a result of the 
aGtion of plant roots or of worms and insects in the soil. 

C. The Marion Silt Loam Profile. 

(1) F ield and Sampling Data. 
LocatWn and. Description of ProfiU. The profile samples were taken 

in a field about 100 yards from a road junction three miles north of 
McBaine, Missouri. The location was under blue grass pasture cover 
and had not been in cultivatioD for several years. The topography 
was gently undulating and the soil was typical upland prairie type. 
The proftle is thought to have been developed from .loess parent 
material as is indicated by its nearness to the Missouri· river and. by 
the occurrence of loess outcrops only a short distance away. A brief 
description of the proftle is as follows: 

0·10 in. Grey-brown silt loam containing numerous iron concre
tions. Becomes greyer toward base. 

10-20 in. Grey silt loam containing iron ' concretions. Becomes 
somewhat heavier in texture towards base. 

20-38 in. Grey and brown mo~led heavy clay. Contains n.umerous 
iron concretions, Chert fragment found at 22 inches. 

rABLE XIV. - AVERAGE VOLUME WEIGHT AND MOISTURE CONTENT Of 
HORIZONS oJ" T'HE MAlUON PROFILE. 

Depth 111 ""'I ... Horlz"," Vol.,..... '0'e12h1 Per ceflt moiltur. 

0-10 A, 1.31 28.0 
10-15 A, LU 22.6 
15_20 A, I.·U 20.4 
W · U " 1 .3~ 31.0 
28-34 " ,.« :S, l 
34_38 " 1.48 21.0 

Method. of SampUng. A pit was dug about two feet wide an(i five 
feet long to a depth of 38 inches. Because of the presence of a chert 
fragment indicating possible non-loessial material, it was decided 
not to sample deeper. Volume weight samples were tsken in duplicate 
or triplicate at the desired horizons using cans holding about 110 
cubic centimeters. The cans were driven into the sidee of the pit at 
carefully measured depths centered at 6, 12*, 17, 24, 81, and 37 
inches. The samples were taken on March 18, 1941, and the soil was 
a little too wet for ideal sampling. Volume weights were determined 
in the laboratory a few hours after sampling, and the results are, 
a-iven in Table XIV. 
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(2) Mechanical Analysis. 
The samples were trea'!:ed, in general, the same as those of the 

Tilsit profile. A mechanical analysis was run in duplicate, both with 
and without strong acid treatment, and the average results are given 
in Table XV. The fractions 0.13-0.06, 0.06-0.02, and 0.02-0.01 mIn. 

equivalent diameter of the acid treated samples were separated by the 
beaker method, as was done in the Tilsit protiJe. It is interesting to 
note from the tables that the strong acid treatment had little effect 
on any parts of the soil except the iron eoncretions and the clay 
fraction. 

TABLE XV. - MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MARION SILT LOAM PROm! 
WITll AND WITHOUT STRONG "em TREATMENT. 

Puttele 
dl .. "ete. 
h. """,' 

SUndard mechanical .o.Ll~ls of ..... ,""" horl.on. e:o;prtased ill po. 
c~nt of IbIt lntJ.i .011 

4-8 Ill. IO-Uta. 1~-191 ... 22-ZlIII1.. 2V-U1o.. 35_311111. 

Plus I,D 1.511 1.84 L~ 0.05 .. _ ".~ 0.25 
1.0-0.~ 1.11 . 2.14 I.Se O.SO 0.32 0.46 
0.6-0.2 1.41 1.41 1.20 o.n O.SS 0.55 
0.:_0.1 0.62 0.6i 0.11 0.32 O.U 0.3) 
0.1 -0.06 2.50 2.14 l.U 1.25 1.51 2,01 
0.06-0.0: 44 .29 n.m 38.11 23.:M 25.015 2I.U 
0.02- 0.01 22.78 22.88 22.80 14.113 18.77 17.14 
Ui-O.OOS 8.37 11.41 .. ~ 8.H 7.88 11.18 
0.005-0.002 5.52 '.n 7.10 5.U .... 8.07 
}{In"" 0.002 is.1IS 13.113 11.51 43.7~ 4~.SIl 35.12 

,~ 102.83 IOUI 102.83 ff.71 100.72 100.42 

sandard ",..,lIIlIle" anal,_,_ alter 15$ Bel ' .... t"'.nt 

PI"" 1.0 .- 11O ... .OM 

1.0-0.6 ,.~ .- .. ~ 
0.8-0.2 ,." non. -0.2-0.1 '" ,.~ 0.01 
0.1-0.OS L~ l.59 '.U 
0.06-0.02 U.83 U .25 • 28.12 
0.02_0.01 20.13 ".~ 12.U 
0.01~0:()05 B.a 11.72 ••• 0.005-0.002 .. " .... 5.14 
Min"" 0.002 13 .113 U.21 23.01 

,~, 93.80 9U3 n.n 

___ °M",,' of fractiOns coorse. til." 0.1 ",m. are c" ... r.U ...... 

The mechanical analysis would seem to indicate a reasonable degree 
of uniformity of parent material in this profile. The apparent break 
at 22 inches is due largely to the great increase in the clay fraction 
at this point. However, the figures for the c'oarser fractions, after 
removal of concretions by acid, .show that the upper layers of the loess 
contain significantly higher proportions of particles in the range 
1-.02 mm. than do the lower. It would seem, therefore, that minor 
depositional variations aTe present. 
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(3) Quantitative Separation of Heavy Minerals. 

The heavy minerals separations were carried out in the special 
centrifuge tubes. The heavy liquid in this case, however, was adjusted 
to a specific gravity of 2.91 plus or minus 0.01. The commercial tetra
bromoethane was found to have about this specific gravity and it was 
easy to adjust the specific gravity of the recovered liquid to this figure. 
Another advantage of this higher specific gravity was the complete 
elimination of the micas, 'a few grains of which were found to settle 
out with the heavy g!:sins when separations were made at specific 
gravity of 2.85. To save time, only the 4-8, 15-19, and 35-39 inch 
horizons were used at fi!:st for the heavy mineral studies. It was 
feared that the profile might not be of uniform origin. 

Difficulty Wall encountered in making heavy minerals separations on 
the fractions less than 0.02 mm. diameter, and recentrifuging of the 
light fraction was found to be necessary in order to make a complete 
separ ation. Sometimes only 50% of the total heavies were recovered 
in the first separation. Incomplete heavy mineral separations in the 
:finer fractions may be explained in several ways. It may be due to 
(1) too small a difference in density between some of the minerals 
and the heavy liquid used, (2) air bubbles entrapped on the particles 
which prevent them from settling out, (S) the entrapping of heavy 
particles by lighter ones which carry them upward, (4 ) or electrical 
attraction of the particles for one another, resulting in coagulation 
of the light and"heavy minerals together. 

The density of the heavy liquid used was 2.91 and all of the heavy 
minerals have densities differing from this by at least 0.1 unit. This 
should be large enough for quantitative separations. At" any rate, 
by eJctendiDg the time and increasing the speed of centrifuging, all 
such grains should eventually come down. However, samples centri
fuged for SO minutes at 1800 r.p.rn. failed to give any increase in 
heavy minerals. 

If t1;le cause were due to entrapped air, then evacuation of the 
heavy liquid mineral mixture should correct the difficulty. To see if 
this could be the trouble, several samples were r un after thorough 
evacuation with a water suction" pump. No measurable increase was 
found in the heavy minerals recovered, so this explanation was 
abandoned. 

If the cause is the entrapment of heavy particles with lighter ones, 
then a better separation would be expected if the centrifuge were run 
at a higher speed, or if the samples were shaken and recentrifuged 
repeatedly, or if smaller samples were used. All of these possibilities 
were tried but with only very "slight increases in heavy minerals 
recovered. Thus this explanation appe~rs to apply only; to a limited 
extent. . 

One must then fall hack on the fourth pOSSibility, that. of electrical 
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attraction. This is supported by the observation that in all eases 
where poor recovery of heavy minerals occur, eoaguIation of the 
particles in the heavy liquid takes place within a few seconds after 
shaking. Usually this coagulation becomes more marked when shak-

TABU XVI. -

Har l . ... Per eut beU1u 01. .... r_ aquln.l.", dluD.l<ln Total per .... 
d~th I .. IIIIul .. III 
I ... hu 0.1- 0.00 I.IID, 0.05-0.02 """'. 0.02.0,01 """ . ~" 

•• "" ... ... •• . , . ,~- ~, . ~. ~" . ~,- .., 
u~ u~ 11 .. ", 

.-. 0.« ... , 1.57 .... 0." .." O,llI'7 

15-1 ' IU2 ... , U O .510 . 0.51 . 117 0.&3 • 
35-39 0." .~, 1. 4~ . ," 0.4 • .'" D,US 

lng the tube the second time after the first Centrifuging. When this 
coagulation occurs, it is impossible to obtain more than a small 
fraction of the total heavy minerals. This coagulation does, not alwaya 
take place. Using a small enough sample it should be prevented. 
However , in such eases the amount would become too small for 
accurate wei'ghings, and it would take hundreds of separations to 
obtain enough heavy residue for chemical and microscopic studies. 

The most practical method was to make a double separation of the 
heavy minerals. The light fraction from the first separation was 
saved and run again. A third separation was also tried on several 
umples but only a trace of heavy arains was found. Microscopic 
examination of heavy minerals from the first and second separations 
failed to reveal any differences in size, kind, or relative abundance 
of minerals present. 

The results of the heavy mineraJ separ ations on the Marion pro.file 
are shown in Table XVI. 

(4) Micr oscopic Study of Fractions. 
Microscopic examination of the var ious heavy fra.ctions indicated a 

large variety of minerals which from quaJitative studies appeared to 
be uniform throughout the profile. The most abundant mineraJs 
identified in the order of t heir frequency were epidote, a reen and 
brown hornblende, zircon, tourmaline, rutile, anatase, and tremolite. 
There were lesser amounts of basaltic hornblende and colorless garnet. 
A few gralus of brown gamet, staurolite, hematite, titanite, and 
diopside were also identified in all of the samples. At least 50% of 
the gr ains in all the fractions were opaque or coated; it was desirable 
therefore to reduce this unidentifiable port ion as much as possible. 

MagtUltic Sepa.1"Q.tion&. A magnetic separation was made on the 
heavy fraction in order to see what portion of the opaqoe minerals 

Iwas magnetite. An electromagnet and a bar mapet were both tried 
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and it was found that the latter worked just as well as the more 
powerful eledromagnet. Only 1.6-2.6 per cent ot the heavy fraction 
was found to be magnetite, and in addition, it WaI! very difficult to 
obtain a clean separation on such fine-rrained material The magnetic 
separation was theretore abandoned. 

HMV1/ Mi1&eroZ Separaiicm U,ing Thallium FOl"'m4te. It waa next 
decided to make a separation within the heavy minerals fraction usinr 
a thallium formate solution. A solution saturated at 25 degrees 
centigrade was used, and it was found to have a specific gravity 
s1irhtly greater than 8.5. This corresponds very well with that 
found by E. Clerici (outlined in Johannsen's Manual of Petrographic 
Methodsll). Samples of heavy minerals weighing about 0.1 gram 
were used with the thallium formate in small size centrifuge tubes. 
The heavier fract ion from this separation was t ransferred with '8 few 
drops of the heavy liquid to a small crucible. The bulk of the thallium 
formate waa then drained out of the tube into a beaker using care 
to prevent loss of. the Iirhter minerala floating on top. The liihter 
minerals, together with the last fraction of a cubic centimeter of the 
heavy liquid, were transferred to a second crucible. Both fractions 
were washed with distilled water several t imes. The Wllshings were 
decanted off and saved f or recovery of the thallium formate by 
evaporation. 

Because of the very small size of the heavy mineral irains, the 
surface tension effects of the water used for washing made quanti
tative recovery of the rrains very difficult. In fact, it was impossible 
to obtain quantitative results on the fraction 0.02..0.01 mm. Fairly 
good quantitative separationS" were obtained on the 0.06-0.02 mm. 
fractlOM. There was too small an amount of the coarser 0.18-0.06 
mm. heavy fractions for separations by this method. The results on 
the 0.05-0.02 mm. fractJons are shown in Table XVII . 

. 
TABLE XVII.-HEAVY MINERALS SEPARATIONS ON THE 0.05-0.02 MY. 

FRACTlONS OF THE MARION PROFILE USING TE'TRABRO-
2I{QETHANE AND THALLWM FORMATE. 

Specific gravity of 
heavy fraction Per cent heavies in the soil at various depths 

4-8 inches 15-19 inches 85-39 inChes 
=~ 

2.9-S.s 0.3670 0.2769 0.2057 

Microscopic examination of the two heavy fractions from the three 
horizons showed thst most of the opaque and coated grains occurred 
in the fraction gteater than 3.6 specific gravity. There waa still a 
moderate amount of these jTains in the liahter fraction, however. It 
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was disappointing to discover that epidote occurred in both heavy 
separates. Most of the epidote, however, was floated off in the fraction 
2.91-3.5 specific gravity. • 

TABLE XVID. __ BEAVY M1NEiUL COUNTS ON THE O.05_~.02 MM. FRACTIONS OF 
THE MARION PROFILE 

Nwnber ofJra1!1S counted 11\ _ri(IUS umples 

Mlne .... l .,. r'· ~" '" Sp. .,. 2.9-3.5 

.-. lS-l~ 35_39 .-. 15-19 35_39 

'0. '0. '0. ". '0. , •. 
Grey aDd brown 
hem,blende , • • U. '" '" Basaltic 
hornblende , , , " " " THmoUte , , , ., " .. 
Epidote .. " .. , .. '" ". 
Tounnaline " , , '" m '" Zircon '" '" '" " • " Rutile " '" ro " " " Anatase .. " " • , , 
Colorlus prnet " U " 

, , , 
Brown prnet , • , • , , 
n"". , • • , , , 
Diop4lde , • , , , • Hematite , , • • • • S!allrol1te • , • • • • BIotite • • , , , , 
liIulcO'01te • • • , , , 
Quart~ , , , " " " COitotdUl\knoWntl '" '" .r< '" '" '" Opaques '" , .. '" .. " " 
Totals ,~, "" " .. 1126 1012 ,~. 

HeaV1J Mineral Coun.tB. Although it now seemed 'probable that this 
secondary heavy minerals separation could not be used very success
fully quantitatively on fine textured materials, it was decided to make 
counts on the 0.06-0.02 mm. fractions already separated. Counts of 
approximately 1,000 grains were made on 
the 4-8, 15-19, and 35-39 inch horizons. 
Table XVIII. 

these heavy fractions for 
The data. are given in 

Mineral ratios were calculated from the counts in this one fraction , 
in the same way as was done in the THsit profile. All grains appeared 
to be of approximately the same average diameter. The calculated 
percentages of the most abundant heavy minerals are given in Table 
XIX, and Table XX shows the mineral ratios. 

Small depositional differences are suggested by these mineral ratios, 
but it is quite possible that greater uniformity would be indicated if 
counts had been made upon the other heavy tractions and the results 
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had been combined. It should be pointed out that the 0.06-0.02 mm. 
fraction which was used for these counts is the one in which the upper 
size limits are set by sieves and the lower limits by sedimentation. 

T"BLE XIX. - PER CENT OF IDENTIFIED BE"VY MINERJ.LS IN THE MliRION 
PROFILE CALCVLA.TED FROM COUNTS ON THE 0.05-0.02 MM. 
FR"CTIONS 

IoU",ral ..... sumed ,,, cent '" soli of 0.05-0.02 Mm. ,lu 
Specilic 
vnlly f-8 In. 15-19 In. ~5-3111"-

Total amphiboles .., 0.1067 0.0845 0.0523 
EpldQl. , .. 0.1388 O. IOO P 0.0779 
Rum. aM anaI:LH U 0.0598 0.0:1811 0.02n 
Zircon .. , 0.08119 0.CH11 0.0389 
Tourmali ne 3.H 0.0362 .0.0355 0.01Il0l 
Colorles. prnet ,.g 0.0079 O.OOU .. ,... 
Op~ues .. , O.OS31 O.OU9 0.0287 

. VnlaIOW1ll!l , .. 0.1553 0.09f8 0.13le 

Therefore, the heavy mineral grains would cover a much greater 
range of size than is indicated by these limits. Furthermore, the 
great abundance ot: opaque and coated grains, which together make up 
50-75 per cent of the heavy fraction, leave the counting technique open 
to considerable error due to improper identification. This could easily 
explain the differences in mineral ratios shown by the counts. 

FU8ion of Heo,vy Min6raU with. Potassium Acid Sulfate. Fusion 
with potassium acid sulfate has been sUggested'o as a method of 
removing such minerals as magnetite, ilmenite, pyrite, and anatase 
from the remainder. Experiments were carried on by fusing the 
heavy minerals with this reagent at various temperatures for various 
periods of time. It was found that f usion for 1 hour at 500 degrees 
centigrade removed all the opaques, anatase, and rutile. Zircon 
and garnet were not affected except that some coated zircon grains 

TABLE XX. _ MlNERAL RATI08 IN HORIZONS OF T HE MAAtoN BASED ON 
COUNTS m TIlE 0.05_0.02 MM. HEAVY MINERAL FRACTIONS 

Sample RaUo~ Rallo onl!lS. 

dept/lln tourmall."" zircon 
lnehes 

.-. 2.411 1.54 1.19 0.66 
15-19 1.34 2.18 1. 7~ 0.82 
35-39 '.00 ' .00 US 0.75 

were partially cleaned. Tourmaline was very slightly rounded and 
the pleochrism of the brown variety was somewhat reduced. In~ 
elusions in some tourmaline grains were attacked. The hornblendes 
were only very slightly. rounded. All varieties of hornblende, and 
especially the basaltic hornblende, appeared to be quite resistant 
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to this treatment. Epidote was moderately attacked, resulting in a . 
dusty grey appearance on the margins which was very characteristic 
of all grains. It seems probable that this vigorous treatment might 
have considerable merit in improving the accuracy of counts on 
sand fractions where the opaque minerals and .the titanium minerals 
are very abundant, and where it is -desirable to remove them. How
ever, in a quantitative procedure on small samples of fine-grained 
material, it is. another possible sour ce of error because of the diffi
culty of handling small weights of heavy residues in a quantitative 
way. The biggest trouble was in recovery of the unfused portion 
of the heavy residue. The procedure followed in this case was to 
dissolve the fused cake in a crucible wit~ a small amount of water. 
The water was decanted off or sucked off-through a small capillary " 
tube, and 5 or 6 washings were necessary to remove all the soluble 
material. It was difficult to prevent loss of the very small heavy 
mineral grains during the decanting process. Surface tension forees' 
caused some of these grains to float on the surface of the water and 
it was practically impossible to prevent some loss. 

TABLE"XXI. - ELtrnl.IATOR MECILUo1CAL ANALYSIS OF THE MAIlION SILT 
LOAM PROFILE 

s.",pl. Per Cl nl 01 ...... 10\15 equl .... lui ,.., 
~ .. dla",eters ~, 

'" Clnl 
Inches 0.13_0. o-.~ "'III. O.0f06-0.02~ "'m. O.02~_O.01l mm . . -. '.0< 29.37 31.51 6Ul 
10_14 4.85 28.2 g 32.06 65 .20 
15-19 6.54 25.~ 2 ~." SUS 
22·26 3.47 n.n 21.49 41.37 
2g-U , .• 16.49 22.56 42. 98 
35_39 2.85 n.n 22 .53 44.75 

(5) Elutriator Fractions for Heavy :Minerals Studies. 

After a study and comparison of the methods available for obtain
ing fractions to be used for heavy mineral analysis, it was finally 
decided that elutriation should work best when one is dealing with 
such fine-grained material as occurs in the Marion profile. There 
are aeveral advantages in the elutriation procedure in such cases. 
Sieves are practically useless with such fine tedured profiles. Only 
a very small percentage of the sample is retained even on the fine3t 
mesh sieve that can be used. By using only one separation pro
cedure for all fractions of the sample, the errors arising in the 
change from 'sieve to sedimentation methods are avoided. Such 
errors can be large, as was shown in the studies of the Tilsit profile, 
and they are difficult to correct for. 

Because of the narrow size r ange within which most of a loess 
sample falls, it is desirable for the separation procedure to give 
p.arrow limits t o the size of each fraction studied in order to provide 
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data on two or more fractions. Furthermore, by having a small 
size range within a fraction, the accuracy of the assumed average 
size of any given mineral species is increased. 

TABLE JOm. _ DISTRlIIUTION OF TOTAL HEAVY MINERALS AMONO ELUTRlATOR FRAC
TIONS OF THE MARION PROFILE . 

S&mple Ruyle. • nrl<>us equlnlent d1am~I'rs ,-, .. '" • • • 125-. 04& mm. .04&- .025 mill. .025 __ 011 mm • .on-.~ mm . heuln 
I~eh •• In soil •• ... •• . " •• . " • • "" .125 -,., ,., ,., ,., .~ ,,' ,., ,,' .Ollmm. .. , 2.U .132 1.58 .~. 1.11. .M' C.20 .011 1.135 
10_14 .... ,~ 1.53 .m 1.71 .!U 0.05 .... 1.290 
15-1~ 3.00 ., .. 1.49 .382 l.57 .... 0.10 . 010 1.072 
22-2& 2.31 .... 1.55 .251 I.U .,~ =" --- 0.e34 
29_53 2.42 .0~5 l.83 .269 1.41 .332 •. ~ ... o.ell:! 
35-39 U2 .M' .1.75 .339 UO .360 0.28 .,,' D.??( 

There are several disadvantages in the use of an elutriator. Only , 
one small sample can be run at a time and it requires several hours 
to make a determination. Thus the total time necessary for making 
the separations is quite long. Then, too, it is impossible to make 
absolutely clean separations at the theoretical size boundaries. Im~ 

perfect separation may arise because of convection currents, -sticking 
of particles to the sides of the vessels, interference of particles with 
one another, slight differences in viscosity of the water due to 
temperature changes, and the tendency for the 'small particles to re
main as aggregates unless they are dispersed ini.mediately preceding 
elutriation. . 

By using care and a sta~dard procedure, it was found possiBle to 
avoid most of these errors and very uniform resuits were obtained. 
The procedure adopted for the elutriation of samples is found in 
the appendix. 

The fractions 0.125-0.046, 0.046-0.025, and 0.025-0.011 mm. equiva
lent diameter were separated by elutriation from the horizons of 
the Marion profile. All horizons were run in quintuplicate and the 
av.erage results are given in Table XXI. Quantitative heavy minerals 
separations were made on all three fractions according to the 
methods outlined in the appendix. The results of the heavy mineral 
separations are shown in Table XXII. 

Table XXI, like Table XV, suggests some dispositional variation 
between the layers of soil above 22 inches and those below. Table 
XXII gives, in addition to the three standard elutriator fractions 
between 0.125 mm and 0.011 mm, the results of heavy mineral 
separations OIl the 0.011-0.005 mm fraction. This was necessary 
with the Marion profile since a large proportion of the heavy min
erals were found in the 0.025-0.011 nun fraction, which was not the 
case in the 'Ti1sit. However, only minor amounts of heavy minerals 
were found in the 0.011-0.005 rom size range. 
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(6) Chemical Detennination of Zi.rcon in Soil Fractions. 
Beeause of the large amount of unidentifiable material in the 

heavy minerals of the Marion, and in order to save time and tncreaae 
accuracy. it was decided to determine zircon chemically rather than 
by counts on the ' elutriator factiODs. This, of course, prevented 
one from obtaining mineral ratios: It seemed probable, however, 
that accurate data on this ODe mineral speciel from the three frac· 
tioDa of the protl.le would give the -data needed to decide as to uni
formity. 

The ch~mical analyais was carried on according to the proc'edure 
outlined in the appendix, and the results are shown in Table XXIII. 

The zircon distribution shows some very considerable variations 
from layer to layer, although it must be remembered that these 
dgures are probably highly sensitive to smail variations In the 
operation of the elutriator. Taking this eviaence along with that 
of the mineral ratios derived from coants and with the mechanical 
analysS9 it would seem that minor but signidcant variations in 
deposition are present. It would certainly not be safe to use this 
profile for the calculation of losses and gains based on constant 
zircon. Thi~ illustrates the very great care which must be exercised 
in the selection of prodles for quantitative atudy. 

TA8 LE xxm. - DISTlU8UT1ON OP ZlRcotJ AMONO KLUTlUATOR PJUcrlONS 
OF THt MAItION SILT LOAM PROm.:. 

Slmpl. DiltrllNt l"" 01 ~lJ'c ... 01 ..... _ eq'Olnllnl d\~m""" " ... 61plh I lr .... .. .u~-.()OM mm .OoIG_.025 mm • .025-.01l mm, " Incb • • ,., ... ... .. ... h . , . 
fr.eU .... ~, f,"cUon -, f.I.U"" ,., 

,-, 10.81 .01.0 '.12 .~" 4.1' .0225 .ono 
10_14 11.31 .ClUt G." .01" .. ~ • 01.82 ." . 
I5-U 11.07 • 0111 '.37 ."" '.ft ••• ."" 2t-:ztI g.tO ."'. I,ll .OU3 • . 12 .0115 .OSH 
Ie-U 10.U .... 1.6& .onl .. " .0131 ."" "_UI 10.54 ."'. 8.50 .ono .. ~ .0151 ..... 

DlltrltMlon 0111 ..... as p.r.'nIaf;l 01 
total I I"" .... 

,-, 11.1 52.7 IU 
10-\4 10.1 U.$ 22.S 
15-U x .• 3~.O 31,$ 
21-:ztI 21.1 42.' 35.1 
21·33 2 • . 0 ~ .. 32.\ 
3S-3f 17.2 •. 7.' n.o 

(7) Conclusions and Swnmary. 
The heavy minerala studies on the Marion profile were of an ex

ploratory nature with the purpose of fl.ndini out the best procedure 
to follow when dealing with loessial soils. The results showed that 
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fractions separated by elutriatioD were superior to those separated 
by a combination of sieving and decantation. The theoretical ad
vantages of elutriation were dlscuased. The most important ad
vantages shown for loess!al samples were that several closely-sized 
fractions ~ere obtainable in the finer sieve and Bub-aieve 1I12:es. 
These fractions were all comparable eince their separation WSII balled 
OD sedimentation alone. In addition, the elutriator fractions, because 
of their narrow size limits, would bring to light small depositional 
differences between the various horizons of the profile. 

Microscopic studies and counte showed that the heavy mineral 
fraction of this loess contained. large variety of minerals, many of 
'which W'ere easily identifi"ed. Howenr, the large amount of opaque 
and coated unidentifiable lTains made it difficult to calculate ac
curate percentages from count!!. The opaque and unidentifiable 

__ tn'a.!Es could be removed, along wit}:! the anstsse and r utile, by a 
contrOlled fuaion with potassium acid sulfate, Other heavy minerals 
were not seriously attackel by this treatment. However, it waa 
difficult to work quantitatively on small samples of fine grained 
particles, so this 'fusion treatment was not very satisfactory for t he 
present studies. 

The further subdivision of the heavy mineral fraction by thallium 
formate at specific gravity 3,5 W89 not found advantageous in this 
case, although it ,might he of use in other instances. 

The mineral counts clearly indicsted the geological uniformity 
of the parent material and showed a190 that d'epositional variation 
was minor. The same conclusions were drawn from the mechanical 

, analyses. As rerards r atios of heavy minerals as ,a t est of uni
f ormIty, the variability f ound Is perhaps exaggerated by the fact 
that so many unidentifishle grains were present. The test of %ircon 
distribution among the elutriator f ractions is not open to this ob
jection, but it may be somewhat too sensitive t o slight variation In 
the conditions of operation of the elutriator. Of couree the same 
limitation would apply no less to fractions obtained by decantation. 
As was pointed out earlier, it is important to accumulate further 
evidence on the sensitivity of these tests in different cases. 

In this Marlon profile it seems clear that slirhtly coar ser loen 
overlies fine r loess and therefore the heavy clay Iflyer of the B hori
ron cannot without objection be ascribed wholly to soil-fonnin(f 
facton, 

Summary, Conclusions may be summar ized as follows: 
1. The Marion silt loam profile investi(fated showed by the me

chanical analysis figures that some small variations in parent ma
terial were present. -

2. Heavy mineral separatilons f ollowed by identiftcation and 
counting of the grains showed clearly that the _soil was unifor m 
(feologic.ally and that some depositional variations were present. 
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8. Magnetic separations and speclftc gravity separations with 
thalllum formate did not facilitate appreciably the detailed study · 
of the heavy minerals. 

4. Controlled fu~ion with potassium acid aulfate removed opaque 
grain/! and made identifieation of the unattacked grains euier. It 
was notable that hornblende and basaltic hornblende were relatively 
resistant to this treatment. 

li. The separation of fractions by the eiutriator was found to 
be vary advantageous in the case of this loea.sisJ soil, because 
of the close fractionation achieved. 

6. Chemical determination of the zirconium in the heavy minerals 
f r om' the elutriator f ractions provided the basis for comparisons of 
the distribution of zircon according to particle size in the different 
layers. This is a very sensitive test for depo8itional variation. 
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PART IV. THE QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF SOll. FORMATION · 
AND DEVELOPMENT: THE GRUNDY Sll.T LOAM PROFILE. , 

A. Data On Which Calculations Are Based. 

( l) Field and Sampling Data. 
Location and D"cription of ProfiU. Samples were taken under 

blue grass sod on the horticulture f arm of the University of Missouri, 
located about 1;S miles west of Midway, Missouri, on U. S. highway 
number 40. The topography is gently undulating, resultins- in fait: 
surface dr ainage of the soil. F rom aIr indications, the soil had not 
been cultivated for at least 10 years, but it was. not a virgin prairie 
soii. The site is about 4 miles from the nearest portion of the 
Missouri r iver flood p.lain, which is located to the southwest. 

From the textur e ·of the soil and its location, one is led to believe 
that it is of loessial or igin. This is f\1rther indic:ate~ by the oc:c:ur
renee of loess deposits of 5-8 feet thickness in road cuts only a few 
hundred yards away. A br ief description of the profile follows. 
Profile changes below 22 inches are gr adational. Therefore, dis· 
tinction of hor izons below this depth is only approximate. 

A, O· 12 in. Greylsh·brown silt loam. 
AI 12· 17 in. Light grey silt loam. A weak grey layer. 
B, 17- 22 in. Gr eyish·brown silty day loam. Mottled with light 

brown silty d ay towsr d the base. 
22- 50 in. Light brown and grey mottled, heavy silty day, 

becoming slightly lighter in texture toward base. 
Numerous i ron concretions. 

50· 63 in. Light grey silty day mottled with light brown 
silty day (more iTey than brown). Numerous 
ir on concretions. Not as heavy textured as above. 

63· 96 in. Same as above. Lighter texture and greyer. 
96-114 in. Light grey, ligh t textured snty day loam.. Not 

as heavy in texture as above. 
Mathod. of Sampiing. An L-shaped ,pit was dug to a depth of 6 

feet. The arms of the L were each 5~ feet in length. At the center 
bend of the L, the main profile samples were taken in volume weight 
cans each holding about 110 ce. Three cans placed dosely together 
were' driven into the side of the pit at each horizon of the profile at 
wblc:h samples were desired. Samples were taken at depths of 4-8, 
12·16, 18·22, 25-29, 84-88, 46-50, 58-62, 64.-68, 70-74, 84·96, and lOS
H4- Inches. The samples of the lower two depths were taken with 
a hand auger by boring into the' bottom of the pit. Care was ulled 
to select uncontaminated cuttings represen:tatlve of the ~esired 
horizon. 

In order to study horizontal variations to be expected, profile 
lIamples were taken in volume weight cans at either end of the L 
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at depths corresponding to 12-16, 34·38, and M-68 inches of the 
main profile. A few other comparable samples were also taken. 

This triple method of sampling is of considerable importance from 
a statistical standpoint. The assumption that the parent material 
was originally uniform is, after all, an approximation about whose 
limits of tolerance little can be said as regards the particular profile 
site selected for detailed st udy. Some variation will always be found 
experimentally. The q)lestion 8S to whether the smail differences 
found have any significant relation to depth can only be settled by 
a parallel investigation of nearby profiles. In this way we get an 
idea of the normal horizontal variation in parent material in the 
locality and provided the differences found in the profile selected _ 
for stuqy do not exceed the normal horizontal variation, it seems 
safe to proceed. The practice of taking one main sample plus two 
subsidiary samples oriented along two lines at right angles has 
therefore been adopted. An L-shaped trench facilitates this kind of 
sampling. 

"rAULI!: JOCIV. - AVrRAGE VOLUME WEIGHTS OF"rHE "rHREE GRUNDY PROFIL:ES 

Horl • .". tapti! In 

" n·a U9 1.31 U~ 

" 12-11 1.30 1.37 1.36 

" 11·22 U S 1.32 

" 22·32 I.3n 1.U 
32· 41 1.41 1.46 l.48 
42· 55 1.45 •. « 
55·&~ 1.42 
&3-6 9 1 .~O U2 l.40 
69 · 75 •. « .. ' 

Sampling was done on January 24, 1942, a rather undesirable 
time of year. The soil was quite moist at the time and the upper 
one inch was frozen. Since the surface samples were taken below 
the 4 inch depth, it is doubtful if frost action had any effect on the 
volume weights. The results of the volume weight determinations 
are given in Table XXlV. 

(2) Mechanical Analysis. 

The mechanical analysis was carried on according to the procedure 
outlined in the appendix, except that the sieves were not used, since 
only a trace of material coarser than 0.1 mm., other than iron con
cretions, was found in any of the samples. Pipet samples were taken 
for the 0.011-0.005, 0.005-0.002, and less than 0.002 mm. fractions. 
The coarser fractions were determined on separate samples in the 
elutriator. 

Elutriator ,Mechanical Analysis . The procedure followed in the 
elutriator mechanical analysis is outlined in the appendix., The 
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fractions 0.125·0.046, 0.046-0.025, and 0.025-0.011 mm. equivalent di- ' 
ameter were separated by this means, and they were used for heavy 
minerals analysis. The results of the elutriator mechanical analysis 
cannot rightly be combined with those of the standard mechanical 

TABLE XXV .MECHANICAL AN LYSIS 0 - • F THE GRUNDY Ii o • 1 PROFILE 

Depth 

'" 
Method used for dete~"'lnl", frac UQn3 

!Dcb .. ,,~ Elutrl1tor P ipet ,~, 

• • • • • • • • ~, . 125 .M' .~. .0Il .00' OXl2 
.US '" '" '" " '0 mm . 
mm. . M' . " . .011 .00' .00' 

mm. mo. mm. mm. mm. 

0-12 .~ 6 .38 SO.32 30.13 9.64 5 .32 15.58 In.U 
12-11 .M 1.37 2S.93 28.5 2 ll.~ '.00 21.78 101.10 
11_22 ."' .. "' U.2l . 2S.21 8.18 5.U 38.78 101.11 
22_32 ." 3.62 18.43 28.68 10.84 •. e 41.~ 109.39 
32-42 .~ 3.;! 20.85 28.51 10.04 S·.51 36.07 105.91 
42_55 ." 3.45 2UB 31.60 14.~ 4.90 34.21 109.20 
55· 63 .~ 4.29 21.56 2U5 13.06 1.09 28.33 104.13 
63-69 .0 4.61 22.11 29.27' 12.2<1 6.50 21.23 102.11 
~9-75 .U 4.41 22.34 29.66 13.80 '.00 26.25 105.47 

108_114 1.16 10.11 2U9 22.31 ' .00 6.28 34039 I Ot.68 

analysis, since separate samples given radically different treatmenta 
were used in the two procedures. It will be recalled, however, tha.t 
pipet mechanical analyses were run on Marion samples., with and 
without strong acid treatment, and they gave almost identical results 
in the silt fractions . . It is interesting, therefore, to see what the 
combined pipet and elutriator mechanical analysis shows. From 
Table XXV we see that, in most cases, the results total over 100 per 
cent. Ordinarily we might expect the results to be below 100, due 
to losses in the elutriated samples resulting from the strong acid 

TABLE XXVI. - MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF COMPARABLE aORIZoNS OF THE GRUNDY 
PROFILES 

Fnct\on 
Site 

Prom. !"""ber and depth !n lnchu 

'0 , 
" '" 

, 
" '" 

, 
" " mm. U-17 12-11 12-17 32-42 32_42 32-42 63-69 63-69 63-88 

).125 .M .U .00 ." ." ." .00 m ." .12$-.046 1.31 6. 40 5.09 3.91 3.79 •. v 4.61 5.27 4.85 
.046-.025 25 . 1lS 25.33 25.23 20.85 11.16 19.61 22.11 23.27 20.87 
.02S-.011 28 .52 28 .38 2US 28.51 27.27 28.~ 8 29.21 28.19 29.61 
.011-.005 11.83 U.11 13.29 10.04 11.118 to.a 12.2~ 12.94 13.65 
.005-.002 '.00 5.86 8.61 6.S1 6.88 6.92 6.S0 5.98 6.7S 

(. 002 21.78 21.45 20.61 36.07 34.89 35.31 21.23 27.82 28.12 

,-, 101.10 100.74 100.29 105.91 102.59 105.06 102.11 104.14 103.tl 

treatment. Apparently, there was little loss in the gilt fractions 
from this treatment, as has already been shown for the Msrion 
profile. 
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The fact that the combined results of the two mechanical analyses 
total more than 100 per cent suggests that the eiutriator does not 
make the theoretical separations calculated for it. This is probably 

TABLE XJrVll. _ TOTAL HEAVY MINERALS DISTRIBUTION AMONO J'RACTIONS 
OJ' THE GRUNDY NO. I PROFILE. 

,,," Per cut hoUiU 01 various s!ze. Tott.l$ .. 
inch .. .IU-.046 Mm. . ~-.02S "'m, .025 · .011 mm • Mulu 

" '" '" .. .. '" ..~, 

fn.ct lon . oll fraction ull frattl"" 5011 

0_12 3,72 .237 1.&7 .,~ 1.71 .534 1.271 
l2_11 2.55 .,. !.~ ... 1.25 .357 .• , 
11-U 3.20 .130 1.42 .273 !.U .310 .1IS 
22-32 3.05 .lIO 1.31 .m 1.00 . ~, .650 
Sl-ta 2.92 .110 1.48 .309 1. 14 .325 .,~ 

42·55 3.20 .lIO U9 ,334 1.29 .. ~ .852 
55-63 3.27 .140 1.95 .421 1.65 .m 1.051 
63-U 2.74 .128 2.01 .411 1.10 ••• '.m 
n·15 3.37 .151 2.13 .416 I,U .~. 1.1 '13 

108·114 2.21 .245 l.32 .'00 1.16 . 260 .. ~ 
due mostly to the difficulty in obtaining complete dispersion after the 
strong Hel treatment. However, since all elutriated samples were 
treated similarly aI!-d good checks were obtained, we are justified in 
comparing one elutriated sample with another. 

The mechanical analysis of comparable horizons of the three pro
files is given in Table XXVI. The results show remarkable horizontal 
uniformity over these short distances. 

The results given in Table XXV clearly show a dep(»litional differ
ence between the 108-114 inch layer and those ' above. The 69-75 inch 
layer may be very slightly contaminated with this glacial till, as the 
figures for the>.125 mm. fraction suggest. However, from 69 inches 
upwards there is no sudden break, and the evidence of the mechanical 
analyses strongly favors a high degree of uniformity in the parent 
material. 

TABLE XXVIII .-TOTAL HEAVY MINERALS IN CoMPARABLE H ORIZONS 

OF GRUNDY PROFILES. 

Depth in inches 

12-17 
82-42 
68-69 

Total heavy minerals in various Grundy protiles 
per cent of total soil 

No. I 
0.941 
0.744 
1.097 

No. IE 
0.898 
0.715 
0.768 

No. IN 
0.988 
0.675 
0.723 

(3) Quantitative Separation of Heavy Minerals-
The heavy minerals were separated in centrifuge tubes especially 

designed for the purpose (see appendix). The results of the separa-
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tions are given in Table XXVII. The procedure used in making the 
separations was the same as that previously discussed for the Marion 
profile. Heavy minerals separations on comparable hori.,;ons of the 
three profiles are given in Table XXVIII, and they show uniformity 
in all but the 63·69 inch hor izon, where some diffe rence is indicated. 

(4) !'ItJcroscopic Observations. 
Temporary slides were made of heavy minerala f rom the 0.125-

0.046 nun. f ractions of the various horizons in the profile. A brief 
deacription of these f ollows: 

Black opaque minerals made up about 50 per cent of all heavy 
fractions. These opaque minerals were mostly leucoxine and ilmenite 
with a small per cent of magnetite. 

The amphibole group of minerals was very abundant. Several var i
eties of hornblende were recognized. There was a green variety show
ing creen to greenish brown pleochr oic colon, a brown variety showing 
brown to pale brown pleochroic colors, and a pale grey variety show· 
ing very weak pleochroism. The grey var iety was perhaps the most 
common. The colorless amphibole, t r emolite, was also common. 
Basaltic hornblende was another very interesting amphibole which 
occurred in small amountll. It was recognized by the characteristic 
amphibole cleavage, high index, dark brown to pale yellow pleoehrism, 
and parallel to about 5 degree extinction angle. All varieties of horn
blende showed evidence of weathering by alight rounding and cloudy 
alteration products on their margins. In reneral, the grains were 
only slightly altered in the horizons below 50 inches. Above 50 inchu 
weathl:lring was much more pronounced. . 
~he epidote group was represented by two distinct varieties. The 

normal g-reen epidote with moderately high birefringence and moder
ate pleochroism was rather uncommon. Much more abundant was a 
colorless variety with low birefringence and high index. These grains 
looked like colorless ramet. but unlike ,arnet they were anisotropic:. 
Epidote freqUently had a gray coating on the surface and an etched 
appearance which indicated that it had been slightly weathered. 

Zircons were common, occurring in perfect euhedral forme and in 
grains with rounded terminations which were often more or less 
zoned. Rounded forma were often coated with iTey dusty material 
which made iaentification difficult and indicated possible weatherinr. 
These r ounded zircons were probably der ived from a sedimentary 
rock, whereas the fresh euhedral crystals probahly came directly from 
igneous rocks. 

Tourmalines were fairly common and included a brown highly 
pleochroic variety, a pale brown moderately pleochroic variety often 
with dusty inclusions, and a bluish-gr ey moderately to highly pleochroic 
var iety. Some tourmaJines showed differences in pleochroic color in 
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dift'erent parte of the same crystal. Both eubedral and irregular 
crystals wen! present in abount the same proportions. A few of the 
leu pleochroic tourmalines showed etched edges indicating some weath
ering. These tourmalines, like the rounded zircons, were probably 
derived from a sedimentary rock which would e~lain their "aged" 
appearance. 

The titanium minerals, anatase, futile, and titanite were observed. 
Anatase was present in small amounts. It showed its characteristic 
square outline and pale yellow color and was more or less clouded on 
the surface by eoatings. Rutile was fairly eommon and was mostly 
of deep honey yellow color. Pale yellow colored var ieties were abo 
present and aemi-opaque, dark reddish brown grains were fairly com
mOD. Rutile grains were irregular in shape with a tendency toward 
rod-Jike forms. A few knee-shaped twins were observed. Coatings 
were characteristic of many rutile and anatase a-rains making identi
fication difficult. A few grains of titanite were seen. TheI were 
colorless to very pale yellow, showed incomplete extinction, high dis
persion, and had the characteristic incomplete interference figure. 
Titanite grains were more or less rounded to slightly diamond shaped 
and resembled zircon in many respects. 

Garnet was present in both colorleu and coffee brown varieties. 
The brown variety was rare. The colorless variety was common and 
it resembled chips of broken glass. 

Qualitative microscopic studies failed to reveal any differencea in 
heavy mineral var ieties throughout the proftle. Weathering of the 
leu resistant graiIUI was qu ite noticeable above the 50 inch level and 
increased in intensity toward the surface. Below 50 inches, the min
erals displayed a remarkably fresh appearance. The deepest sample, 

TABLE XlrnI:. - GRUNDY NO. I PltOFlL£ OETERMDfEn 

Depth Totol ,I •• on 

'" % 0( loll 
Inchl. ,. '" '" ,. ,. , 
O.I~ 10.58 .0251 5.JO .0208 '.M .0%41 .0168 

12-11 11.1:1 .020' 5.55 .ono 4.15 .01'13 .0$02 
1'1-12 11.11 .01U '.M • 0188 6.21 .oln .~ . 
n·li '.M .~. •. ~ .0128 S.II .Ol41 .0308 
)l-U US ."" ' .N .0150 6.5f .01U .039% 
42·5$ '.21 .00111 4.e1 .0158 ' .M .oln .QoiU 
55-8.3 1.34 .0111 U. .014' '.45 .onl .un 
8.3-$' '.10 .0110 4.'1 .0Ut "'0 .Ollt .osn 
U-75 '.M .IIIS S 4 .15 .W' 5.&2 .oa, .05H 

101_116 n.J8 .U. 8.4i .0:1:12 4.18 .0Ut .0.114 

108-1l~ inches, showed a marked difference in relative abundance of 
various heavy minerals, indicating a difference in sorting or a differ
ence in or igin. The 58-52 inch horizon 8howed a slight increase in 
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the average size of the heavy minerals in the 0.125-0.046 mm. fraction . 
This may be due to a small sorting difference. The petrographic 
studies indicated a similar geologic origin for all horizons down to 
a depth of 75 inches. 

TABLE laX. 

(1-12 
12-17 
11-22 
22-32 
32-42 
42_55 
55-63 
63-69 
89-75 
IOS-1I4 

TOUl Zircon % 

.0785 

.0602 

.04H 

.038a 

.0392 

.04U 

.0528 

.0533 

.0584 
.0684 

" " " " " " " " " .. 

OF ZIRCON AMONO FRACTIONS OF 
DETERMINED BY CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 

" " " " " " .. .. 
" " 

" " " .. 
" .. 
" " " " 

(5) Chemical Determination of Zircon. 

After ascertaining that the profile was made up of a material of 
the same geologic origin, it was necessary to investigate the possi
bility of sorting, or depositional, differences. Depositional differences 
would be expected to show up in the mechanical analysis, in the 
distributiQn of total heavy minerals among the various fractions, and 
in the distribution of one or more mineral species among the various 
fractions. 

From the data of the mechanical analysis and of the total heavy 
minerals (see Tables XXV and XXVII ) , a remarkable uniformity 
in deposition is indicated down to the 75 inch depth. The small 
variations that occur are within the experimental error. 

It is desirable, however, to have the further evidence of uniformity 
indicated by the distribution of one or more mineraI species among 
the fractions. The tedious and less accurate counting procedure was 
abandoned in this case in favor of the more accurate chemical methods. 
A semi-microchemical technique for determination of zircon was 
adopted which was applicable to small samples of heavy minerals. 
This method is outlined in the appendix. From 2 to 4 samples were 
run for each heavy fraction and good checks were generally obtained. 
Table XXIX shows the average zircon determined by chemical 
analysis. Table XXX shows the zircon distribution between the differ
ent fractions expressed as a percentage of the total zircon. The 
differences in percentage down to a depth of 75 inches are small and 
give confirmation to the conclusion that the profile is uniform, both 
geologically and depositionally. The small variations in zircon distri~ 
bution above 75 inches can easily be explained by slight differences 
in the operation of the elutriator. Below 75 inches, the percentages 
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are significantly different from the horizons above indicating dil!er
enee in origin. 

B. CalcuIatiOll8 of Soil Formation and Development. 

Outzi7l8 of Method. Now that we bave shown that the profile is 
uniform both geologically and depositionally. we' can proceed to calcu
lations of 80il formation and development. These calculations a re 
made most easily by considering a Boil column of 1 ~quare centimeter 
cross section. The thicknesses of the layers sampled are also expressed 
in centimeters. Since the volume weights are determined on a 110 
degree Centigrade basis in grams per ce. then 

Volume weight X thickness = total weight of layer. 

Let the ~erimentally determined resistant mineral indicators be 
expressed 8S fractions, or percentages, by weight Ra, Rb, •••••••• 

&p, of the present-day layers, the total weights of which are W., W.,. 
etc. Then the weights of the original layers W'&> W' ... etc., which 

R, 
W' -w-. -. . 

R, 
Thus we reconstruct an original profile whose total weight is W'. + 
W\, etc. We are, therefore, in a position to assess the net gain or 
loss of the profile as a whole as well as that of each separate layer. 
If we care to make the further assumption that the volume weight 
was originally uniform and equal to that now found for the assumed 
parent material, we can calculate the original thickness of the profile 
and of its layers according to the equation: 

Original thickness of A = 
present thickness A X Vol. Wt. A X % zircon in A 
o/~ zircon in parent material X vol. wt. of parent material 

The foregoing calculations apply to the whole soil dried at 110 
degrees centigrade or calculated on any other suitable basis. The 
same procedure can be applied to individual parts of the soil, to frac
tions obtained in mechanical analysis, and to elements determined 
chemically. 

Applications to th.e Grundy No.1 Profile. In making our calcula
tions we must first decide on the parent material. The choice of , 
parent material falls naturally on the 68-69 inch depth, since the 
69-75 inch, depth may be slightly contaminated and the mechanical 
analyses at the 55-68 and the 63-69 inch levels are almost identical. 

The most reliable index is probably that offered by the total zircon, 
since this figure is not appreciably affected by slight variations in the 
operation 'of the elutriator. The total losses and gains calculated on 
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this basis for the different layers of the profile are shown in Table 
XXXI. The gain of 13.60 grams, or 6.4 per cent, in the profile as a 
whole is important, although from the nature of the calculation, the 

Inchel 

'-" 42.31 eO.89 -18.52 -SO. 4 58.05 · 15.68 ·H.n 
12-11 HI. 51 1 8.~ - 2.15 _11.5 •. " - 9.51 -31 .1 
17-12 17.15 14.25 .. Z.!HI .zn.4 H." .. 2.20 .U.1 
21-31 S3.02 22.18 .10.24 0-44.9 :15.5' • 1.43 .n.o 
n-u n." n ... .. t.W · 31.1 n.n .. 6.09 ."!t.5 
U-55 41.88 51.01 +10." ·n.4 n.n .12..50 -45.1 
55-U it.15 21.59 • 0. 2& .. 0.0 ".51 ... 2.H ..... 
U -U 21.34 21.34 u.s. 

, ·u 20U2 • U.50 .. I .• 217.82 ·5.30 • t.tS 

experimental error may be considerable. This figure is greater than 
the organic matter which probably does not exceed 4 grams. It must, 
therefore, largely be ascribed to hydration and oxidation of mineral 
matter. If this is so, there should be an even greater increase in 
the total secondary minerals. Theae minerals are to be found in the 
clay fraction· and perhaps also in the finest silt fraction. It will alJo 
be noted that losses from the A horizon and the gains in the B horizon 
are well marked, the latter extendinr well into the 40.56 inch layer. 
The interpretation of these r esults can best be made by considering 
t he losses and gaina for the mechanical analySiS fractions. Theae are 
shown in Tables XXXII and XXXIII. 

TilLE XXXII. - LOSSES AND GAINS IN QRAWOr TR! nNE SILT AND CLAY FRACT10NS 
OF THE GRUNDY NO I PROnL! BASED ON TOTAL ZIRCON . 

Do," rraelloa. .001-.005 mm. FncliOCl .005·.002 _. FuetioD. <,ern _ , .. 
Ch~ .:: "'eMS M . Or !lirW = ... M. o.-!lirW Orl.c1rW 

_. - ~. ~. ~. ~. 

'-" .... 1.45 _3.31 2.25 .... - \.11 8.80 18,51 ..... 
12-11 '.N ,." -0.38 ,." 1.21 ·0.23 S.ll .. " _1,47 
11-22 1.51 1.14 -0.2S ,." ,." " .M ' .65 .... .'.17 
22-12 S.51 2.18 ... " UO 1." .0.81 13.55 5.20 . 7.SS 
'2-42 3.15 3.S' ..0.18 ,.~ 1.71 .0.85 n .n 1.47 ".M 
42-$$ ' .12 .. " .2.U 2.15 2.41 -O.M IO.sa 10.01 +t.n 
55-IS 1.7$ S.50 .0.20 ,." 1.88 .o.U 8.11 7.n ..0.31 
n-u 1.81 .. .. I .U .. .. 5,81 . . .. 
O-U 25.25 25.15 -0.40 13.32 u.es ·0.31 68.43 57,08 .11.n 

As anticipated above, there is an appreciable gain in th.e clay 
fraction. The increased hydration tbereby conferred would probably 
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not exceed 8 gTamll for the entir e profile. All fractions eoarser than 
0.002 mm. show IOBses or gains too small t o be significant. However, 
it should be noted that the fract ions 0.046·0.002 nun., while showini 
no total change, appear subject to translocation within the profile. 
The fraction 0.125-0.04.6 mm. shoWl! no evidence of either IO!l8 or 
translocation. 

TABLE XXXIII • .... Pntt!"" .00e·.0:5 mm. .025-.01t .... ID.. 

• I ....... 

0·12 
12·}1 
11·22 
22-33 
U-42 
42 -55 
55_63 
non 

~" 

". OrI,I ... , M. Orll'nal M. OrIJlnal 
000 ~. 00' .,. MO ~. 

2.10 .. ~ -0.1 4 12.n IS.411 -a,u 12.11 1'.S4 
I.n o.n ~" •. n 5.S! 
0.70 0.17 ~~ UI .... 
1.20 .... 0<1.1 4 ' .M '.4 ~ 
1.4& 1.28 .. 0.18 .... 1.81 
1.&5 1.73 -0.011 '.20 10. 54 
1.lt I.H -0.10 e.S3 ' . 14 
.. 00 

10.11 '.18 +0." 4I.n .1.44 .1.11 U.26 ".89 

-Fn.oUou cOlreded so U to ~ "I' to )00 ~r CUI !~ lbe ,,,.el>lo.llical 
.Daly.I. b!' <iI'I1<IlnIIII. err« eq...all, boI_n tboI O.CMe·O.015.ad 
0.025·0.011 1Il1ll .• lutrWor lnctloal. 

"'~. 

-4.57 
_o.n 
..(I,1f 
~ 1.l0 
+2.21 
"".20 
~.M 

"Z.51 

F rom the fact that the silt fractions f rom 0.002 mm. to 0.046 mm. 
appear to be almost constant in total amount, we may argue &II follows. 
The fine sand fraction, 0.125-0.046 mm. shows no evidence of change 
in amount nor of t ranslocation. Therefore it cannot have lost appreci
able amounts by weathering in any horizon. The silt fraction im
mediately smaller, 0.046-0.025 mm., thus cannot have gained f rom it. 
It is very unlikely that the 0.046.{).025 mm. fraction could have 
gained from the finer silt or clay fractions. Hence, the changes In 
this fraction within the profile might be ascribed purely to t rans
location. One cannot, however, extend this argument down throughout 
all the silt fract ions, since it would lead to the conclusion that no lilt 
whatever had been weathered. But if no silt had been weathered, 
where did the extra clay come f rom? I n dealing with the finer silt 
f ractions it is dangerous to assume that there has been no gain by 
synthesis. It would appear in this example that the gains approxi
mately balanced the losses. Unfortunately the errors in the oper ation 
of the elutriator preclude any closer examination of this matter. 

Since ther e has been no appreciable loss or translocation in the 
0.125.{).046 mm. fradion, it could be used like zircon as an index to 
profile changes. Calculations of the total losses and gains in Jayere 
of the profile based on this fraction are shown in Table XXXI . The 
total profile gain in this instance is 5.8 grams UI compared with 18.5 
grams using zircon. 
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Since the total heavy minerals were determined accurately, their . 
weathering can be followed in the same way, Results of this calcula· 
tion are shown in Table XXXIV. It is found that appreciable losses 

T"BLE XXXIV - LOSSES.AND GMNS OF TOTAL llEAVY MINERALI! IN THE 
GRUNDY NO.1 PROFILE BASED ON CONSTANT ZIRCON. 

"',m . Wt. H. M. now Wt . H. M. or lg· ,-" Chat>i. I~ 
In Inche . i~ lrams iNolly In grams ,ums per e onl 

0-12 0.5311 0.6680 -0.IU9 ·19.00 
12·17 0.1 ~ 53 0.21)47 -0.0494 - 24.13 
17-22 0.1223 0.1563 ·0.0040 -21.75 
22-32 0.2148 0.2356 - ~. ~208 - 8.83 
32-42 0.2778 0.3010 ·0.0232 • 7.71 
42-55 . 0.~079 0.4060 +-0.0019 .. 0.47 
55·S3 0.3032 0.3136 · 0.0104 - 3.32 
63-69 0.2341 

0·53 2.0224 2.2852 ·0.262S _11,50 

occur down to 42 'inches, but not below this depth. The breakdown 
is vigorouB in the 0·22 inch horizons where it amounts to about 20 
per cent. It then changes abruptly to about 8 per cent for the 
horizons 22-42 inches. Below 42 inches, weathering of heavy minerals 
is negligible. 

The changes in thickness or volume of various horizons of the 
profile are shown in Table XXXV. Since the calculations are based 
on the assumption that the original volume weight of all horizollB 
was the same as that of the present-day parent material, the results 
may not be as accurate as those based on weight changes. N everthe.. 
less, these changes are large enough to be significant. 

T"SLE XJO(V •• 

Depth In Inches Thleknu s. Thickness ,~"" 
,,, ce nt 

now In cm. orlglo.aUy In CIII. i n Cm . cha"l1* 

0·12 30.48 43.43 · 12.95 -29.8 
12·17 12.70 13.31 • 0.31 • 4.8 
11·22 12.70 10.17 .. 2.53 +24.9 
22·32 25.40 16.28 .. 9.12 .. 56.0 
32·42 25.40 IS.80 .. 8.80 +36 .1 
42·55 33 .02 28.42 .. 6.60 +24.' 
5S·n 20.32 20.42 • 0.10 • 0.5 
63·69 15.24 IS.2( 

O·U 160.02 146.63 +U.39 .. 7.1 

Down to a depth of 17 inches, the profile has shrunk 13.5 cent imeters 
or about 25 per cent. Below 17 inches a large increaae in volume 
occurs reaching a maximum of 56 per cent in the 22-32 inch horizon 
and tapering off at greater depths. The profile shows a net increase 
in thickness of 11.39 centimeters or 7.7 per cent. 
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C. Conclus ions and Suminary. 

The weathering processes in this soil probably center chiefly 
around the decomposition of the feldspars, since ferromagnesium 
minerals are present only in very small amounts. The equations 
normally used to expr ess such decompositions indicate the forma
tion of kaolinite and the removal ili the drainage water of the bases 
and of silicic aeid. Under the conditions here present from the 
start, namely a relatively high content of reactive colloidal clay 
in the parent material, such a result would seem highly improbable. 
The feldspars present are a mixed group and there is no reason 
why they should not, after decomposition, be directly resynthesized 
into clays of the beidellite-montmorillonite group. The silica would 
thus be completely utilized while sodium, calcium, and potassium 
would enter into the exchange complex of the original clay present, 
as well as into that of the synethesized clay. Losses in the drainage, 
therefore, would be small and the profile as a whole would show an 
increase in weight. It will be necessary, however, to proceed to 
detailed chemical analyses before the exact status of gains and losses 
for each element can be assessed. 

A point of practical interest in soil survey work comes out very 
strongly in this example. Profile development, even where, as in this 
case, it is not extreme in character, extends to a greater depth 
than that which would normally be taken as the base of the B 
horizon. It can readily be shown, using the figures given above, 
that if the assumption had been made that the sample at 32-42 inches 
depth represented par ent material, a completely erroneous picture 
would have been obtained. Instead of a slight gain in total weight, 
the profile to 40 inches would have shown a 20 per cent loss. 

This error in the total weight is only one of several, the others 
being even more serious as regards quantitative interpretation. The 
choice of the 32-42 inch layer as the basis for calculation automa
tically makes the assumed parent material too high in clay content. 
Hence the apparent lossea from the A horizon become greatly exag
gerated as can be seen by the comparison given in Table XXXVI. 

Conclusions may be drawn regarding the process of formation of 
the heavy B horizon. Here the increase in volume and in weight has 
been much greater than could be accounted for by a simple deposi
tion of clay in cracks and interstices. In other words, the B horizon 
is grossly swollen. The accumulation of clay is, therefore, accom
panied by mieroplastic movements which lead to a considerable in
crease in volume. Thus the present-day B horizon is much thicker 
than the layer of parent material from which it started .... 

The losses of clay and silt from the A horizons naturally cause 

· In • ~,...tou. ·brl.t' aO«>tlnt of thi. work (~2 ) oom. ot the dOl>tIa of tho I.yo,.. w .... 
Incorr .. t4t ooplod: u~e • ..,_ . Ucbt <lllfer<nc .. bot_ .. tho 'WI> _ of oaleuI •• ioNl. The 
c . noroJ. ooncltl.toru .... In no w&7 .If .. ted. 
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a decrease in total volume. Compared with the parent material 
thla layer has lost 66 per cent of its clay, but this represent! only 
the minimum possible movement since clay has certainly heen formed 

TABLE XlOCVI -E!U'lORS AR!lIrNG IN lNCOfUU;c-r CHOlCE OF ASSUMED PARENT 

0·12 
n -IT 
11-22 
n-n ' 
12_42 

0-42 

42.31 
lS.51 
17.15 
n.02 
31 ,34 

n.U 
25,42 
19.18 
31.03 
31.34 

1115.111 

sO.n 
II.SS 
14.25 
:t.7.S 
2?44 

144.02 

concurrently. In or der to separate clay formation from clay move
ment, it would he neceaaary at present to make assumptions regard
ing the rates of clay formation in dUferent horizons. We shall, 
therefore, not pursue thla matter further, except to point out that 
it can be treated experimentally, namely, by a complete quantitative 
study of the fel~apar& in the profile. 

The noncalcareous character of this profile implies that the con
ditions were similar to those found by Smith" in minois loeu. The 
absence of carbonates is explained by assuming that aerial deposition 
was of long duration and that leaching waa aufficient to remove the 
carbonates as fast all they were deposited. The calculations which 
have been made, therefore, give us a picture only of the later ataies 
of aoll formation and development. 

Summary. 

1. Dati. from mechanical analysla and from heavy mineral analyals 
show that the Grundy profile is uniform in origin both geoloaically 
and depositionally down to a depth of 69 inches. Above 69 inchea 
the profile is of ioessial origin; below this depth an increasing 
amount of glacial drift contamination Is indicated. 

2. Horizontal variatlona in profile development and mineral com
position wert small when taken over short distances. 

S. A simple method was outlined for calculating the changes tak
Ing place dur ing profile development, based on zircon, or some other 
r eshtant mineral, as an immobile indicator. 

4. Zircon was choaen as the best indicator and it was shown that 
the present-day profile was heavier than the original parent ma
terial. This weight increase was due partly to organic matter and 
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partiy to oxidation and hydration of minerals leading to clay forma
tion. 

5. A quantitative measure of the clay formed was obtained to
gether with a partial picture of its movement. 

6. The silt fraCtions from 0.002 mm. up to 0.046 rom. remained 
almost constant in total amount and showed some evidence of trans
locatlon. 

7. The coarsest sand present in quantity (0.125-0.046 mm.) was 
apparently quite immobile and unaffected by weathering. It could, 
therefore, be used instead of zircon as an indicator of lossee and 
gains. 

8. A study of total heavy minerals revealed that mineral break
down was vigorous in the 0-22 inch layers, that it fell off with 
increasing depth down to 42 inches, and that it was negligible at 
greater depths. 

9. The profile was shown to have a pronounced volume increase 
in the B horbon and a net volume increase of about 8 per cent. 
The sweUing necessary in the B hori:l:on must have been accompanied 
by micropiastic movements. . 

10. It is emphasized that profiles examined be taken to a sufficient 
depth, otherwise completely erroneous conclusions may be drawn. 
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APPENDIX. 

A, Method Used For Standard Mechanical Analysis. 
Twenty-gram samples in duplicate were placed in 500 cc. beakers 

and treated with 6'16 hydrogen peroxide on the steam plate to remove 
organic matter. The samples were then removed, cooled, and Hel 
added until a .1 nonnal solution was obtained. The soil was stirred 
thoroughly and allowed to stand for about 2 hours. The cle'ar super
natant liquid was then drawn off slowly by means of a suction pump, 
using care to prevent loss of any sediment. The beakers were then 
filled with distilled water, stirred, and allowed to stand until a clear 
supernatant liquid was again obtained. This liquid was also draw;n 
off. The process was repeated three or four times or until the clay 
started to disperse and would not settle out in 12 hours. Then the 
liquid was sucked off by means of a Berkefeld filter. Reversed 
pressure from the distilled water faucet was applied to the filter at 
the end of each filtration in order to wash any clay particles from 
the pores back into the sample. Each sample was then washed 
through a nest of standard, calibrated sieves with a jet of water 
from a wash bottle. A rubber policeman was used at times to hasten 
the sieving process. The sieves used represented the sizes I, .6, .22, 
.13, and .06 mm. The portion of the sample remaining on each 
sieve was dried and weighed. The suspension passing through the 
sieves was reduced to a small volume by sucking off most of the liquid 
with the Berkefeld filter. Back pressure from the distilled wat.er 
faucet was again used to wash the fine particles from the pores of the 
:filter. The samples were next treated with 10 cc. of 1 nonnal NaOH 
and diluted to 500 cc. Dispersion was brought about by agi tation 
with a high speed electric stirrer for twenty minutes. The stirrer 
had rubber stoppers attached to a steel rod to act as agitators. In 
this way a high rate of shear was obtained giving a very thorough 
dispersion without fracturing the sand or silt grains. It was found 
that twenty minutes stirring with this apparatus gave as complete 
dispersion as several hours in a shaking machine. 

After being dispersed, the samples were transferred to large glass 
cylinders and made up to 1,000 cc. The mechanical analysis was 
then carried on at 80 degrees Centigrade in a constant temperature 
chamber aecording to the pipet method. Samples were taken to 
represent the fractions .02-.01, .01-.005, .005-.002, and less than .002 
mm. equivalent diameter. The fraction .06-.02 mm. was recovered 
by transferring the sediment remaining in the bottom of the cylinder 
to a tall beaker. The beaker was filled, stirred, and allowed to 
stand for 4 rnlnutes. The liquid was then siphoned off to a depth 
of 10 cm. This process was repeated until a clear solution occurred 
to 'a depth of 10 cm. after standing 4 minutes. The remaining 
sediment was then dri~d and weighed. 
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When it Wall duirable to save the .01-.005 and .02-.01 fractions 
for beavy minerals aeparations, this was done a8 follows. The 
sediment from the cylinder of the pipet analysis was transferred 
to a tall beaker. All particles wblch did not settle through 10 cm. 
in 66 minutee wen; aiphon~d off and discarded by repeated treatment 
with diatilled water . This waa the< .005 mm. fraction. The .01-.005 
mm. fraction waa then obtained by savin&" the material remain!n&" 
in suapension in tbe beaker after standing 16~ minutes. Finally the 
.02-.01 mm. fraction waa recovered by saving the portion that re
mained suspended sfter 4. minutes. 

B. Description of Special Centrifuge Tube Used For Heavy !finer-ala 

Separations. 

The tube (originator not known) has an out
side diameter of about 2 em. for 8 em. of its 
length, and then tapers (lTadually to an openin'g 
at the tip of about 1 Dlm. The total length of 
tbe tube ia 18 cm. The walls of tbe tapered 
portion are tbickened considerably in order to 
give it more strength. Commencing 1 em. from 
the tapered end, a glass tubing of 1 em. diameter 
and 1.5 em. lengtb is welded over the tip ao that 
it extenda a sbort diatance beloVl;' thia end. In 
this way a cork can be fitted into the baae of the 
welded portion and bt pushed in until it seala 
off the end of the tapered tube. When centri
fuging, the weight of the tube and ita contenta 
resta on the cork stopper which helpa stil l 
further to seal the tube a.nd prevent leakage of 
the heavy liquid. The glau tube :lita inside the 
metal jacket of the centrifuge. It was found 

A best to protect and support the lower end of the 
glass tube by allowing It. together with ita cork 
stopper, to rut inside a hole bored part way 

Pi ... U.--8.-1&1 _trl. through a lsrge cork which rests in the bottom 
lu ... tIIk A •• pert ... of th, m,tal t"be. T he upp" portion of the !<>r ad",lttaD ... or .Ir. .. 

tube is also supported by usini" a #7 rubber 
stopper with a hole punched through ita center large enough for 
the glass tube to fit snugly ... This rubber atopper fits into the top 
of the metal centrifuge cylinder . 

c.' Method Used For B eaTy Mineral Separations. 
The quantitative separation of heavy minerals was carried on 

with tetrabromoethane of specific (lTP"ity either 2.85 or 2.91, depend
ing on the sample separated. Two-gram samples were weighed out 
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and transferred to each of four centrifuge tubes which were filled 
to within 3 centimeters of the top with heavy liquid. The tubes wer e 
balanced by adding a few drops of the heavy liquid ·to the proper 
tubes. They were then stoppered, vigorously shaken, and immediate... 
ly centrifuged at 1,000-1,200 r. p. m. for five to ten minutes or until 
the liquid was perfectly clear. At this speed it is not necessary 
to use a liquid around the glass tube in order to protect it from 
breakage. All the heavy minerals did not come down with the first 
centrifuging, so each tube W8S shaken again and recentrifuged. 
This was repeated until e8ch tube had been centrifuged 4 times. It 
was found by experiment that there was no increase in heavy 
minerals with more than 4 centrifugings and that only a slight in
crease occurred between Sand 4 centrifugings. 

After centrifuging, the tubes were removed and the heavy mineral 
grains transferred quantitatively to a small crucible by pulling the 
cork from the bottom of the t ube and forcing them out together 
with a few drops of the heavy liquid, by means of the air pressure 
developed in pushing the upper cork tightly into the tube. This 
method of transfer worked very well and only in a few cases were 
any heavy minerals lost. The grains were washed free of the heavy 
liquid by treating them several times with acetone. The acetone 
was carefully decanted off and the heavy minerals were dried 
and weighed. The clear heavy liquid in the tubes was drained 
off into a beaker, fl.ltered, and used again. The light fraction, to
gether with a small amount of the heavy liquid, was transferred to 
another beaker and washed free of the heavy liquid with acetone. 
It was dried and saved. 

The heavy liquid was later recovered by distilling off the acetone 
in a hot water bath. The recovered liquid was then brought up to 
its fonner density by heating to about 90 degrees Centigrade and 
cooling · several times. After r ecovering thF heavy liquid over and 
over again, it became darkened. A useful way to lighten the color, 
if it is not extremely dark, was discovered by accident in the course 
of the heavy minerals separations. It was found that the finer silt 
fractions had a pronounced adsorption for the color. In the course 
of several separations of heavy minerals from these fractions prac
tically a ll of the dark color was removed from the liquid. Thus by 
r epeated mixing of a darkened liquid with the finer silt fraction of 
a loess soil, and then tiltering, it is possible to. obtain a clear liquid 
again. When the liquid had become ex:tremel~ dark, this treatment 
did not work. Such a darkened liquid can be recovered by distilla
tion under a partial vacuum in an oil bath at 160 degrees Centigrade. 

To separate enough heavy residue for chemical and optical studies, 
from 4 to 16 one- or two-gram samples were required for each 
fraction. Duplicate samples checked very closely in most cases. 
However, with the finest fraction, .025-.011 mm., poor results were 
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frequently obtained, and it was found necessary to make a second 
separation on the light fraction in order to get an accurate quantita
tive result. A second separation of the light fraction of some of 
the .046-.025 mm. fractions was also made, but in practically all 
cases only a trace of heavy minerals was found in the second run. 
Contamination of the heavy fraction with light minerals amounted 
to only about 1 'f.. Before chemical analysis or mineral counts were 
made, however, the whole accumulated heavy minerals fraction was 
recentrifuged with the heavy liquid. 

D. Method Used For the Chemical Determination of Zircon. 
Samples of heavy residue weighing .015-.025 grams were placed 

in small transparent quar~ crucibles. Weights were accurate to the 
fourth decimal place. The samples were fused with about 8 grams 
of potassium pyrosulfate. During fusion, the crucibles were covered 
and heat was applied slowly and with increasing intensity using 
care to prevent spattering. Two hours total fusion time was found 
to be necessary to completely dissolve all zircon grains. After 
cooling for a few minutes, the crucible . with its contents and cover 
were placed in a 50 cc. beaker, and 10 cc. of concentrated sulfuric 
acid was added. The crucible cover was removed as soon as any 
spattered spots of the melt had dissolved. The fused cake was then 
dissolved by heating several minutes on a Bunsen burner to the 

,temperature at which acid fumes started to escape. When the c~ke 
had completely dissolved, the temperature was increased and the 
sulfuric' acid was permitted to boil slowly for a few minutes under 
a hood. This digestion caused coagulation of the silica and made 
the subsequent filtering operation more rapid. 

When the acid solution had partially cooled, it was filtered through 
a slntered glass filtering crucible using suction. The silka residue 
was washed .four or five times with 10 cc. portions of cold water 
acidified with a few drops of sulfuric acid. The filtrate was trans
ferred to a 150 cc. beaker marked at the 100 cc. level. About 5 cc. 
of 30 '10 H20. were added to transform titanium to its higher valence 
form. Then.5 gram of (NH.).HPO .. was added from a freshly pre
parerl Rnd filtered 10'1 .. water solution. The beaker was filled to the 
100 cc. mark with distilled water, covered, and allowed to stand 
in an oven at 60 degrees Centigrade for several hours or until the 
zirconium phosphate had completely precipitated. 

After cooling, the precipitate was recovered hy filtering through 
a 9 cm. #42 filter paper. Each beaker was carefully scrubbed, twke 
with a rubber policeman, and all precipitate washed on to the filter 
paper. Each precipitate w~s washed with 150 cc. of 50/0 NH,NO. in 
15 cc. portions. The filter paper and precipitate were transferred 
to weighed crucibles and ignited carefully until the residue became 
white. The crucibles were cooled in a desiccator over calcium 
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chloride and weighed to the tifth decimal place after standing in , 
the balance case 10 minutes to reach equilibrium. The weirht of 
precipitate times the factor .69094 gives the weight of zircon present 
in the sample, using the formu la ZrSi04 • 

By being careful to keep dust out of the precipitate, and by ulJ,ing 
a standard weighing technique, it was possible to obtain good checks 
in most cases. The weight of tilter paper aeh was detennined by 
{rniting several papers and taking their average weight. This small 
correction waa applied to aU samples. From two to four samplee 
were r un for each heavy minerals f raction. 

E. Method For DeterminJn, the Average Speclfic Gravity of Heavy 
Minerals Fractions With a Pycnometer Bottle. 

Small 5 cc. pycnometer bottles were used and their volume was 
determined with recently boiled distilled water in a conetant tem· 
perature bath held elightly above room temperature. All subsequent 
measurements were made at tbls same temperature in order to avoid 
corrections for errors due to expansion of the ala88. The pycnometer 
bottle was weiahedj empty, tilled with distilled water, and containing 
.5000 grama of heavy minerals plus distilled water. F rom this data 
the volume of the heavy minerals sample was found and the speeitic 
&'1'avity calculated. To obtain checking results, it wae neceasary 
to remove absorbed air f rom the mineral particles in the pynometer 
bottle. This was done by placing the bottle, plus minerals, plus a 
small amount of water, under an aspir ator for about tifteen minutes. 
A cap, conslstina of the lower part of a small test tube, was placed 
over the top of the pynometer bottle when It was removed from 
the constant temperature bath in order to prevent evaporation before 
wei&'hing. 

F . :Method Used For Eiutriator Separation of Fractions F or Heavy 
Minerals Analysis. 

In order to get r id of iron concretions and to r emove coatings as 
much as pos.slble from the mineral grains to be examined, it was 
found best to treat all samples with strong acid. Thus the following 
procedure was adopted. 

Twenty·gram samples were put in a 400 cc. beaker and treated on 
the steam plate for ODe hour with hydrogen peroxide to remove 
organie matter. Then concentrated Hel was added to produce a 
final acid concentration of about 6 normal. The samples were stirred 
and allowed to remain onrthe steam plate for another hour. After 
cooling, tbe supernatant liquid was car efully drawn off by suction 
and discarded. The beakers were then tilled with distilled water 
and thor oughly stir red. After standing one hour, the supernatant 
liquid was again drawn off. The procesa was repeated until the 
acid was removed as was Indicated by dispersion of. the clay. No 
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attempt was made to save any of the eample that did not settle in 
the beaker in one hour since this fraction would he removed by 
elutrJation anyway. Ho~ever. care was used in drawing off the 
supernatant liquid to avoid any loss of sediment in the bottom of the 
beaker. The samples were then rubbed through a .125 mm. sieve 
with a rubber policeman and the very small amount of residue 
on the sieve was dried and weighed. The samples were then dis
persed by treating with 10 ce. of 1 normal NaOH, diluting to 500 ce., 
and agitating for 20 minutes in the electric stirrer used for the 
standard mechanical analysis. The dispersed samples were trans
ferred to one-liter beakers and permitted to stand for at least one 
hour. The supernatant liquid containing most of the clay was then 
carefully drawn off and discarded. The residue was transferred 
to the small tube of the elutriator with a jet of water from a wash 
bottle. The tube was filled nearly full with distilled water and then 
stoppered and vigorously shaken for several seconds to- break up any 
lumps and soft aggregates which might have fonned as a result of 
the time that the sediment stood in the beaker. Fine sand, approxi· 
mately two grams of which had been previously added to all the 
tubes in order to' reduce convection currents during elutriation, 
aided in producing this final dispersion. The small tube was then 
connected to the other tubes of the elutriator train, and, after stand
ing for about five minutes, the current of water running through 
the apparatus was turned on and adjusted to a very slow rate. It 
was allowed to flow at this rate until the clay and finer silt had 
passed into the second and third tubes. Then the current was 
gradually increased until the desired velocity was attained after 
about one hour had passed. The elutriation waa continued at the 
maximum rate until the water at the top of each tube was practically 
clear. This required a total time of about three to four hours and 
meant the passage of about 15 liters of water through the apparatus. 
Finally each fraction was washed through a .125 nun. sieve to recover 
the sand used to reduce convection currenta, and the remaining 
fraction was dried and weighed. 

The temperature of the distilled water used was controlled as 
accurately as was possible without using a constant temperature cham· 
ber. The water was allowed to reacb room temperature before use. 
This temperature was not permitted to vary from 27 degrees Centi
grade by more than twp degrees, and in most cases it varied less than 
one degree. 

A constant bead ot" water was maintained in the elutriator supply 
bottle by mesns of an automatic siphoning arrangement connecting 
it with a larger storage bottle. The rate of flow remained constant 
and was adjusted by means of screw eiamps and a gauge. The gauge 
was calibrat~d just prior to its use, ~gether with the outlet used 
throughout these experiments. 
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The elutriator itself consisted of the usual two cylindrical tubes 
and a large pear-shaped tube, all with openings at both top and 
bottom. They were connected in series according to increasing 
diameter so that the liquid passing from the top of one tube flowed 
into the bottom of the succeeding tube. The effective diameter of 
each tube was measured as accurately as possible, and the size for 
quart-z: particles retained in each tube was calculated for various 
rates of flow according to Stokes law. It was decided to use a rate 
of flow separating the samples into the following fraction's: .125-.046, 
.046-.025, and .025-.011 mm. These fractions in general included 
about 80 per cent of that portion of the samples greater than .002 
rom. equivalent diameter.. They also contained about 98 per cent 
of the heavy minerals which it was possible to extract. 

In order to obtain sufficient material for heavy minerals studies, 
it was necessary to use 100 grams of material. Thus five samples 
were run through the elutriator for each horizon. From the five 
samples, a very good average was obtained. 

• 
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